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From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Wed Apr 5 09:02:12 2017
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Wed, 5 Apr 2017 09:02:12 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0A35@pclexch.PCL.local>
I have an issue regarding Family Tree Maker. In short, a patron wants to
transition from the 2008 version to the 2014 version of Family Tree Maker. The
patron has reviewed several articles about doing this; however, he is unsure how to
proceed, for he does not want to lose any saved data. I did recommend saving the
data as a GEDCOM file. Is there anything else I can suggest?
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170405/
b44553e3/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Wed Apr 5 09:12:00 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Wed, 5 Apr 2017 13:12:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <D4903864-6C64-4CF0-98A5-CF8F0BC86444@usf.edu>
So far as I can tell, versions of Family Tree Maker between 2008 and 2014 use the
same underlying data format, so he *should* be able to open his 2008 files using
2014. (If he had been using an older version of the software, he would need to take
additional steps.)
It is certainly helpful to create backup copies and put them elsewhere in case
there are problems. A GEDCOM file will preserve the text information, but will not
back up any media files.
Drew Smith
Assistant Librarian, Academic Services
USF Tampa Library
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Quientell Walker
<quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Date: Wednesday, April 5, 2017 at 9:02 AM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
I have an issue regarding Family Tree Maker. In short, a patron wants to
transition from the 2008 version to the 2014 version of Family Tree Maker. The
patron has reviewed several articles about doing this; however, he is unsure how to
proceed, for he does not want to lose any saved data. I did recommend saving the
data as a GEDCOM file. Is there anything else I can suggest?
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170405/
cad77364/attachment.html>
From Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org Thu Apr 6 12:18:29 2017
From: Michele.McNabb at danishmuseum.org (Michele McNabb)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 16:18:29 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: Give Our Past A Future - The Danish Canadian Museum
In-Reply-To:
<20170328152145.f4a4264ecfa0fb577828418c5980f835.9998351337.wbe@email15.godaddy.com
>
References:
<20170328152145.f4a4264ecfa0fb577828418c5980f835.9998351337.wbe@email15.godaddy.com
>
Message-ID:
<BN4PR10MB0866196F1FC8EF1318F9A3FEED0D0@BN4PR10MB0866.namprd10.prod.outlook.com>

Michele McNabb | Genealogy Center Volunteer
From: executive at stepintothesaga.com [mailto:executive at stepintothesaga.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 5:22 PM
Subject: Give Our Past A Future - The Danish Canadian Museum
The Danish Canadian Museum - Step into the Saga
STEP INTO GIVING
PLEASE GIVE OUR PAST A FUTURE

The Danish Canadian Museum serves as a cultural center to display and celebrate the
story of Danish Canadians both past and present.
Without members, sponsors, donations, and gifts the Museum would not be able to
operate. More importantly, we would not be successful in educating and creating
awareness and contributions of the Danish community in Canada.
Download Full Brochure<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/wp-content/uploads/
2015/12/DCM-Fundraising-Brochure.pdf>
Download Donation
Form<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/2017-DCMDonation-Form.pdf>
The Danish Canadian Museum Gift & Donation Opportunities:

* CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/join/sponsorship/>
* FRIENDS OF THE MUSEUM<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactorssponsors/friends-of-the-museum/>
* PIONEER WALK PLAQUES<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactorssponsors/pioneer-walk-plaques/>
* MINDELUND MEMORY GARDEN<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactorssponsors/memorial-wall-plaques/>
* MEMORIAL DONATIONS<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactors-sponsors/
memorial-donations/>
* HERITAGE BUILDER RECOGNITION<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactorssponsors/heritage-builder-donations/>
* LEGACY BUILDER BEQUESTS<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/benefactorssponsors/legacy-builder-bequests/>
On-line donations feature is currently under construction and will be made
available in the near future. Please use the DCM Donation Form below.
Download Donation
Form<http://www.thedanishcanadianmuseum.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/2017-DCMDonation-Form.pdf>
We encourage everyone receiving this email to share and forward.
For more information, please email to executive at
stepintothesaga.com<mailto:executive at stepintothesaga.com>.
Thank you!
Brian
Brian Desjardins
Executive Director
The Danish Canadian Museum
403-728-0019 Phone
403-352-4059 Mobile
www.stepintothesaga.com<http://www.stepintothesaga.com>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/

ac733bac/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: DCM Fundraising Brochure.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 2900578 bytes
Desc: DCM Fundraising Brochure.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/
ac733bac/attachment-0002.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 DCM Donation Form.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 344256 bytes
Desc: 2017 DCM Donation Form.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/
ac733bac/attachment-0003.pdf>
From nancy.gaynor at comcast.net Thu Apr 6 12:57:04 2017
From: nancy.gaynor at comcast.net (Nancy Gaynor)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 11:57:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <2c0601d2aef6$d22eb570$768c2050$@comcast.net>
I agree with Drew's earlier comment. Going from 2008 to 2017 shouldn't be a
big deal. Copy the current file and stow it elsewhere until you know how
things transitioned. Also, give the new file a different name so you don't
overwrite what you had.

GEDCOMs won't transfer any media files.

I think years ago I went from a VERY early version of FTM to a Windows
version and things went fine.

Nancy Gaynor
Part, part time Reference Librarian
& part-time Genealogist

Message: 2
Date: Wed, 5 Apr 2017 09:02:12 -0400
From: Quientell Walker <quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us
<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us> >
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> >
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

Message-ID:
<7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0A35 at pclexch.PCL.local
<mailto:7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0A35 at pclexch.PCL.local> >
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

I have an issue regarding Family Tree Maker. In short, a patron wants to
transition from the 2008 version to the 2014 version of Family Tree Maker.
The patron has reviewed several articles about doing this; however, he is
unsure how to proceed, for he does not want to lose any saved data. I did
recommend saving the data as a GEDCOM file. Is there anything else I can
suggest?

Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC

29640

864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/7c9a9804/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Apr 6 14:08:53 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 14:08:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
list?
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/297d7d7f/
attachment.html>

From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Apr 6 14:11:24 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 18:11:24 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB0966D9F78ED940D9A5406448D80D0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Yes, sir!
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 2:09 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10 days and
have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the list?
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/5572908e/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Apr 6 14:12:39 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 14:12:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To:
<BY2PR09MB0966D9F78ED940D9A5406448D80D0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB0966D9F78ED940D9A5406448D80D0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhW7h2okiFg+x1nrwdco3+a5oAE16Q6tjPhOvBTX+O0weg@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks, Susan. I think that I will repost the content of them.
Larry
On Thu, Apr 6, 2017 at 2:11 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
> Yes, sir!
>
>
>
> Susan Scouras
>

> Librarian/Library Manager
>
> WV Archives and History Library
>
> The Culture Center
>
> 1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
>
> Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>
> (304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <(304)%20558-0230>
>
> Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
>
>
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
> mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
> *Sent:* Thursday, April 06, 2017 2:09 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] lost messages.
>
>
>
> Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
> days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
> list?
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/
a8aedb36/attachment.html>
From egrundset at dar.org Thu Apr 6 14:26:52 2017
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 18:26:52 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <B54010CB40BD3D4DB61FCC9233B74E941394541E@Mail3.darlib.org>
Yes.
Eric G. Grundset
Director of Library Publications
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
202.879-3313
egrundset at dar.org<mailto:egrundset at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

Library Publications: http://www.dar.org/library/publication-guides
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 2:09 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10 days and
have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the list?
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/82d33a8e/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Apr 6 14:56:04 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 14:56:04 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages/seeking input
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU5BV7zQW2fZk9yXZB9pmbRGtMGVvSOG8ur1MgjpKZ0uw@mail.gmail.com>
Here's the content that posted some time ago. I did the same a few years
ago, and it went through fine.
For the last several years I have been writing a column for In Depth
Genealogist online magazine, called Doing It Ourselves. There have been
some great projects out there.
I am now looking for other such things to mention. These would be
libraries, archives, genealogical or historical societies, etc. that are
doing useful things for historical and family research. These would be
1000-1500 word articles, and I would contact the appropriate person at any
location to see what they would be able to tell me about their projects.
Can anyone suggest some new places to look? Thanks very much!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/
d326938e/attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Apr 6 14:57:23 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 18:57:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhW7h2okiFg+x1nrwdco3+a5oAE16Q6tjPhOvBTX+O0weg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB0966D9F78ED940D9A5406448D80D0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhW7h2okiFg+x1nrwdco3+a5oAE16Q6tjPhOvBTX+O0weg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5DEDE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>

Larry ? I count five messages from you between March 27 and 31.
Don Wilson
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, April 6, 2017 2:13 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lost messages.
Thanks, Susan. I think that I will repost the content of them.
Larry
On Thu, Apr 6, 2017 at 2:11 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at
wv.gov<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>> wrote:
Yes, sir!
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742<tel:(304)%20558-0230>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 2:09 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10 days and
have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the list?
Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/
f60751a2/attachment.html>

From genbook at gmail.com Thu Apr 6 15:07:09 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 15:07:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5DEDE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB0966D9F78ED940D9A5406448D80D0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAKEoNhW7h2okiFg+x1nrwdco3+a5oAE16Q6tjPhOvBTX+O0weg@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5DEDE@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhULgkPCxDss6ECNpY1k31Adg28Lndugn9dRv-R6LMdJ9g@mail.gmail.com>
That's very weird, because I can see everyone else's but not my own, and
the settings are to let me see all of them.
Thanks for all who are helping to fix this.
Larry
On Thu, Apr 6, 2017 at 2:57 PM, Wilson, Donald L <dlwilson at pwcgov.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Larry ? I count five messages from you between March 27 and 31.

Don Wilson

*Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian*
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540 <(703)%20792-4540>
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Thursday, April 6, 2017 2:13 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] lost messages.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks, Susan. I think that I will repost the content of them.
Larry

On Thu, Apr 6, 2017 at 2:11 PM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
Yes, sir!

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <(304)%20558-0230>
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *genbook
*Sent:* Thursday, April 06, 2017 2:09 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] lost messages.

Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
list?
Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/765ed60b/
attachment.html>
From gbalah at cod.edu Thu Apr 6 16:40:16 2017
From: gbalah at cod.edu (Gbala, Helen)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 20:40:16 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages/seeking input
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhU5BV7zQW2fZk9yXZB9pmbRGtMGVvSOG8ur1MgjpKZ0uw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhU5BV7zQW2fZk9yXZB9pmbRGtMGVvSOG8ur1MgjpKZ0uw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <26f6cf5521d14149a4c6259c32fcaac9@MAIL13.cdnet-ad.ad.cod.edu>
Take a look at the Oregon-California Trail Association from Independence, MO.
Definitely on the historical side.
Helen
Helen E. Gbala
Chair, RUSA History Genealogy
<http://www.ala.org/rusa/awards/genealogicalpublishing> Preconference Planning
Committee
Supervisor Cataloging/Processing
College of DuPage Library
630-942-2663
gbalah at cod.edu

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 1:56 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lost messages/seeking input
Here's the content that posted some time ago. I did the same a few years ago, and
it went through fine.
For the last several years I have been writing a column for In Depth Genealogist
online magazine, called Doing It Ourselves. There have been some great projects out
there.
I am now looking for other such things to mention. These would be libraries,
archives, genealogical or historical societies, etc. that are doing useful things
for historical and family research. These would be 1000-1500 word articles, and I
would contact the appropriate person at any location to see what they would be able
to tell me about their projects.
Can anyone suggest some new places to look? Thanks very much!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170406/4c2ee0e0/
attachment.html>

From bearpair at comcast.net Thu Apr 6 17:58:32 2017
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Thu, 6 Apr 2017 14:58:32 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
In-Reply-To: <2c0601d2aef6$d22eb570$768c2050$@comcast.net>
References: <2c0601d2aef6$d22eb570$768c2050$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <00ba01d2af20$ef8598d0$ce90ca70$@comcast.net>
I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is incorrect-at
least for the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM of my family tree,
selected the option to include media, and all the media came over in both
Rootsmagic and Legacy Family Tree. Relating to the transferred media, two
things were lost. All my media captions are gone, and all the media links to
my source citations are broken. The source media is still linked to the
person but not to the source citation.
Laurel Smith
President
Genealogical Forum of Oregon
2505 SE 11th Ave, Ste. B-18
Portland, OR 97202-1061
503-963-1932

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Gaynor
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 9:57 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

I agree with Drew's earlier comment. Going from 2008 to 2017 shouldn't be a
big deal. Copy the current file and stow it elsewhere until you know how
things transitioned. Also, give the new file a different name so you don't
overwrite what you had.

GEDCOMs won't transfer any media files.

I think years ago I went from a VERY early version of FTM to a Windows
version and things went fine.

Nancy Gaynor
Part, part time Reference Librarian

& part-time Genealogist

Message: 2
Date: Wed, 5 Apr 2017 09:02:12 -0400
From: Quientell Walker <quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID:
<7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0A35 at pclexch.PCL.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

I have an issue regarding Family Tree Maker. In short, a patron wants to
transition from the 2008 version to the 2014 version of Family Tree Maker.
The patron has reviewed several articles about doing this; however, he is
unsure how to proceed, for he does not want to lose any saved data. I did
recommend saving the data as a GEDCOM file. Is there anything else I can
suggest?

Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC

29640

864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From dsmith at usf.edu Fri Apr 7 09:14:36 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 13:14:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

In-Reply-To: <00ba01d2af20$ef8598d0$ce90ca70$@comcast.net>
References: <2c0601d2aef6$d22eb570$768c2050$@comcast.net>
<00ba01d2af20$ef8598d0$ce90ca70$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <4923E2DF-B76D-4EF4-B73C-E06A0146CA5B@usf.edu>
GEDCOM files are, by their nature, text-only files. As such, they cannot contain
media.
However, they *can* contain a *link* to media, so an import into RootsMagic *can*
access the link to find the media.
Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Laurel Smith
<bearpair at comcast.net>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 5:58 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is incorrect?at least for
the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM of my family tree, selected the option
to include media, and all the media came over in both Rootsmagic and Legacy Family
Tree. Relating to the transferred media, two things were lost. All my media
captions are gone, and all the media links to my source citations are broken. The
source media is still linked to the person but not to the source citation.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
a669b774/attachment.html>
From dsmith at usf.edu Fri Apr 7 11:00:30 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 15:00:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAD5F567-E454-4001-BD54-1FCDEBDE05D0@usf.edu>
Larry,
Your setting on the GENEALIB list is ?not metoo?, which means that you are not sent
copies of your own messages.
I?ll uncheck that box for you.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of genbook <genbook at
gmail.com>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 2:08 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10 days and
have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the list?

Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
c4f262d0/attachment-0001.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Apr 7 11:02:02 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 11:02:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] lost messages.
In-Reply-To: <CAD5F567-E454-4001-BD54-1FCDEBDE05D0@usf.edu>
References: <CAKEoNhXSCobSfezBML1oXE+O-VZ3ZNBTum8aDE3eVxmL07Xmxw@mail.gmail.com>
<CAD5F567-E454-4001-BD54-1FCDEBDE05D0@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw@mail.gmail.com>
Thanks, Drew. I have been moving between several devices as I traveled and
somehow things got messed up.
Larry
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 11:00 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
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Larry,

Your setting on the GENEALIB list is ?not metoo?, which means that you are
not sent copies of your own messages.

I?ll uncheck that box for you.

Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator

*From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of genbook <
genbook at gmail.com>
*Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Date: *Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 2:08 PM
*To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject: *[Genealib] lost messages.

Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
list?
Larry Naukam
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From rosef at post.tau.ac.il Fri Apr 7 11:41:31 2017
From: rosef at post.tau.ac.il (Rose Feldman)
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:41:31 +0300
Subject: [Genealib] Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research
Message-ID: <20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA@webmail.tau.ac.il>
I am inviting you to we a webinar we recorded. It will be open to the
public for the next week. All you have to do is register on the
website (for free).
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/04/07/using-directories-maps-genealogy-research/
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://csi.idogenealogy.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Fri Apr 7 12:09:54 2017
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 16:09:54 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Elementary School Yearbook
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900C0@BY2PR09MB1095.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Available to the first person who wants it: 20 page paperback yearbook - Our Time
to Shine; Lincoln Elementary School; Cedar Falls, Iowa; 2005-2006. Pristine
condition.
_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications
to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records available to the public
and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on the county system will be
considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential

pursuant to State Law.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bearpair at comcast.net Fri Apr 7 15:12:14 2017
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 12:12:14 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
In-Reply-To: <4923E2DF-B76D-4EF4-B73C-E06A0146CA5B@usf.edu>
References: <2c0601d2aef6$d22eb570$768c2050$@comcast.net>
<00ba01d2af20$ef8598d0$ce90ca70$@comcast.net>
<4923E2DF-B76D-4EF4-B73C-E06A0146CA5B@usf.edu>
Message-ID: <004901d2afd2$de722060$9b566120$@comcast.net>
Thanks for the clarification Drew.
Laurel Smith

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 6:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

GEDCOM files are, by their nature, text-only files. As such, they cannot contain
media.

However, they *can* contain a *link* to media, so an import into RootsMagic *can*
access the link to find the media.

Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Laurel Smith
<bearpair at comcast.net>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 5:58 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is incorrect?at least for
the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM of my family tree, selected the option
to include media, and all the media came over in both Rootsmagic and Legacy Family

Tree. Relating to the transferred media, two things were lost. All my media
captions are gone, and all the media links to my source citations are broken. The
source media is still linked to the person but not to the source citation.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
fa0b795e/attachment.html>
From LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us Fri Apr 7 17:54:08 2017
From: LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us (Leslie Kesler)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 21:54:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Message-ID:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven't been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent historical content
through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Fri Apr 7 18:16:27 2017
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:16:27 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio)
Message-ID: <E3074C11-0A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149@icloud.com>
Free to a good library home ?
TIMELINE, publication of the Ohio Historical Society, Mar/Apr 1995 thru Nov/Dec
1996 (11 issues). Easy-read but well done articles on various aspects of Ohio
history. Please contace me off list with your library?s name and mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
birdlady2011 at icloud.com
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Fri Apr 7 18:25:02 2017
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:25:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
Message-ID: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3@icloud.com>
Did you know? The 1940 and 1950 census enumeration district maps are online in the
National Archives Catalog. Go to https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch
<https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch> and where it says ?search term? type in enumeration district map (your state {or} your county) and where it says ?
Record Group Number" - type in 29. If you want to limit to one of those census
years, you can add 1940 or 1950 to the search term. Confused? Try this sample
search: 1950 enumeration district map cuyahoga
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment.html>
From jtpenny87 at gmail.com Sat Apr 8 00:09:53 2017
From: jtpenny87 at gmail.com (Teresa Penny)
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 23:09:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
In-Reply-To:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ@mail.gmail.com>
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year.
Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so
microfilming is no longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed
newspaper that we are having digitized in the very near future thanks to a
grant from a local university.
Teresa

On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>
wrote:
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All,

I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here
of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
copy.)

My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer access to the
content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
them.

Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical
content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as
critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
places.

I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.

Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061 <(704)%20920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us

[image: Library_Logo]
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/default.aspx>
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Sat Apr 8 09:36:04 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:36:04 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
In-Reply-To: <CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80F0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Microfilming is still the preferred method of archival preservation. If no one else
is microfilming this paper, I recommend you continue to do so. CDs are not a
particularly stable medium for archival purposes, nor is digitization. Every time
there is a software upgrade or a new type of software/hardware is invented and
becomes the current norm, you will need to upgrade your digital files. With every
upgrade comes the chance of corrupting or losing data. Digital files are easier to
use and have the advantage of OCR searching, but don?t rely on them for
preservation. If your library does not want to keep the microfilm once the content
is digitized, please find a good archive to give it to.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Teresa Penny
Sent: Saturday, April 08, 2017 12:10 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year. Last year
our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so microfilming is no
longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed newspaper that we are
having digitized in the very near future thanks to a grant from a local university.
Teresa
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at
cabarruscounty.us<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>> wrote:
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven?t been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical content
through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061<tel:(704)%20920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us Sat Apr 8 09:40:34 2017
From: mgross at cumberland.lib.nc.us (Michelle Gross)
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:40:34 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
In-Reply-To:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <19470d0d79b54859a468d6c49ff2f18c@Mail.cumberland.lib.nc.us>
Leslie,
Our newspaper sends the papers to our microfilm vendor. The vendor then creates
the master, makes a microfilm from the master for us, and then sends the microfilm
to us. We are also not the only library in the state who receives a microfilmed
copy of our paper, the state library does as well.
We were looking at databases to support the research of the microfilm, but would
continue getting the microfilm. Unfortunately in our case we are going to be
unable to get the database at this time. However what my staff and I found during
the trial period of using the database, was that we used it to narrow the date so
we could then go to the microfilm and print the article, photo, or obit.
The drawback to the database we were considering is that it does not include photos
and the obituaries were separated out from the main newspaper. While the photos in
the microfilm are not always the best, they are still the only source of the photo
in most cases that I have found. Also being a bit of a "worst case scenario
planner" with the microfilm once you own it, it cannot be cut if there is a future
budget concern.
I look forward to hearing everyone else's thoughts on this as well.
Michelle
Michelle Gross
Local & State History Manager
Headquarters Library
Cumberland County Public Library & Information Center
300 Maiden Lane
Fayetteville, NC 28314
910-483-7727 ext. 1360

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Leslie Kesler
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 5:54 PM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven't been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent historical content
through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Sat Apr 8 09:56:25 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:56:25 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
In-Reply-To:

<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB09660FD0C8B79BA843A1CA4FD80F0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We have long filmed many of the small local papers in West Virginia for
preservation purposes that were not filmed by contract by a commercial microfilmer
paid by the newspaper company. We are continuing to microfilm those papers, and
have also begun to film some of the ones that are still available on commercial
microfilm because it is cheaper to film ourselves than to buy it. As the State
Archives, we bear a greater responsibility to preserve the state's newspapers, of
course.
Some questions to consider: Is another institution in your state microfilming this
newspaper for preservation? Does the digital subscription include all back issues
to the date of the last microfilm roll? Can you guarantee your library will always
be able to afford the digital subscription, and that the back issues will always be
accessible? Is the digital version the same as the print version, with all of the
illustrations, classified ads and advertisements? (Sometimes the photo that
accompanies an obituary may be the only one a future descendant will be able to
find, or the newspaper photographs of a local disaster are different from those
available from other sources. Also, advertisements present a portrait of the
business community at that time, and often play a role in legal action that may not
take place until years later.)
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Leslie Kesler
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 5:54 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven't been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent historical content

through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Sat Apr 8 10:17:50 2017
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 09:17:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
In-Reply-To:
<BY2PR09MB09660FD0C8B79BA843A1CA4FD80F0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BY2PR09MB09660FD0C8B79BA843A1CA4FD80F0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxw8LLMB1SausQUiLnaNpWogSjk_1P4DY3XdxV1aSk0cEg@mail.gmail.com>
Newspapers in Oklahoma are microfilmed by the Oklahoma Historical Society.
We pay for copies of our local newspaper microfilm which is mailed to us
regularly. The local newspaper company did microfilming for a time, but
discontinued it.
We also have paid access to a database which includes the same newspaper
for many years, but we have found that we can't always find some items
people want such as ads, photographs, and the all important obituaries.
And, who knows when that database will cease to exist, although we do use
it and many times as a finding tool as someone else mentioned.

The Oklahoma Press Association, which was formed way before statehood, had
a policy for member newspapers to send a copy of each issue to OHS. Of
course, a few newspapers did not cooperate, but most did and continue to do
so. This resulted in an unbelievably newspaper collection which was
microfilmed when that technology became available. In addition to being
able to view the microfilm from all over Oklahoma at OHS in Oklahoma City,
they are creating a huge newspaper website of all Oklahoma newspapers
before 1922 which is an unbelievable research tool. Check it out on The
Gateway to Oklahoma History.
And if you're interested in Oklahoma, the Oklahoma Health Department
launched a birth and death index in January (not the images, an index). It
is OK2explore. What is amazing about this is the fact that they made it
available six months ahead of schedule. How often do we see that?
Nancy Calhoun

On Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 8:56 AM, Scouras, Susan C <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
wrote:
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We have long filmed many of the small local papers in West Virginia for
preservation purposes that were not filmed by contract by a commercial
microfilmer paid by the newspaper company. We are continuing to microfilm
those papers, and have also begun to film some of the ones that are still
available on commercial microfilm because it is cheaper to film ourselves
than to buy it. As the State Archives, we bear a greater responsibility to
preserve the state?s newspapers, of course.

Some questions to consider: Is another institution in your state
microfilming this newspaper for preservation? Does the digital subscription
include all back issues to the date of the last microfilm roll? Can you
guarantee your library will always be able to afford the digital
subscription, and that the back issues will always be accessible? Is the
digital version the same as the print version, with all of the
illustrations, classified ads and advertisements? (Sometimes the photo that
accompanies an obituary may be the only one a future descendant will be
able to find, or the newspaper photographs of a local disaster are
different from those available from other sources. Also, advertisements
present a portrait of the business community at that time, and often play a
role in legal action that may not take place until years later.)

Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
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The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <(304)%20558-0230>
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Leslie Kesler
*Sent:* Friday, April 07, 2017 5:54 PM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?

All,

I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here
of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
copy.)

My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer access to the
content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
them.

Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical
content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as
critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
places.

I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.

Leslie
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Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061 <(704)%20920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us

[image: Library_Logo]
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/default.aspx>

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North
Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
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From jbartlett at forbeslibrary.org Mon Apr 10 10:31:56 2017
From: jbartlett at forbeslibrary.org (Julie Bartlett Nelson)

Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 10:31:56 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
Message-ID: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
We microfilm our newspaper and will continue to do so. The paper itself no
longer buys a copy of film and their staff come to the library when
needed. We have our local paper on microfilm from 1786 to present. 1994
to present is available in a database. However, the database does not
include any obituaries which is what genealogists want! Obits are in
America's Obit database and not consistently there. The newspaper database
only includes articles written by staff and we find not all are included.
Opinions, letters to the editor, press releases, etc. are not in the
database. Current ownership of the paper just wants to sell that day's
paper and has the online version behind a paywall and is not interested in
allowing digitizing of the older microfilm.
Julie Bartlett Nelson
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St
Northampton, MA 01060
413-587-1014
On Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 9:36 AM, <genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
wrote:
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Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that
of the single message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other
messages or change the subject line may result in your message being
rejected.
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Re: lost messages. (genbook)
Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research (Rose Feldman)
Elementary School Yearbook (Margaret Chatraw)
Re: Upgrading Family Tree Maker (Laurel Smith)
does your library microfilm your local newspaper? (Leslie Kesler)
Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio) (Claire Kluskens)
1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online (Claire Kluskens)
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8. Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
(Teresa Penny)
9. Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
(Scouras, Susan C)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 11:02:02 -0400
From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lost messages.
Message-ID:
<CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw at mail.
gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Thanks, Drew. I have been moving between several devices as I traveled and
somehow things got messed up.
Larry
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 11:00 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu> wrote:
> Larry,
>
>
>
> Your setting on the GENEALIB list is ?not metoo?, which means that you
are
> not sent copies of your own messages.
>
>
>
> I?ll uncheck that box for you.
>
>
>
> Drew Smith
>
> GENEALIB List Administrator
>
>
>
> *From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of genbook <
> genbook at gmail.com>
> *Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Date: *Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 2:08 PM
> *To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> *Subject: *[Genealib] lost messages.
>
>
>
> Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
> days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
> list?
>
> Larry Naukam
>
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> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
attachments/20170407/2c4e9d27/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:41:31 +0300
From: Rose Feldman <rosef at post.tau.ac.il>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research
Message-ID:
<20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA at webmail.tau.ac.il>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed; DelSp=Yes
I am inviting you to we a webinar we recorded. It will be open to the
public for the next week. All you have to do is register on the
website (for free).
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/04/07/using-directories-mapsgenealogy-research/
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
Help us index more records at http://csi.idogenealogy.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 16:09:54 +0000
From: Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Elementary School Yearbook
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900C0 at BY2PR09MB1095.
namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Available to the first person who wants it: 20 page paperback yearbook Our Time to Shine; Lincoln Elementary School; Cedar Falls, Iowa; 2005-2006.
Pristine condition.
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_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short survey<
http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records
available to the public and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on
the county system will be considered public and will only be withheld from
disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
attachments/20170407/82ff0fb6/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 12:12:14 -0700
From: "Laurel Smith" <bearpair at comcast.net>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <004901d2afd2$de722060$9b566120$@comcast.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Thanks for the clarification Drew.
Laurel Smith

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 6:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

GEDCOM files are, by their nature, text-only files. As such, they cannot
contain media.

However, they *can* contain a *link* to media, so an import into
RootsMagic *can* access the link to find the media.

Drew Smith
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USF Tampa Library

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Laurel Smith <
bearpair at comcast.net>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 5:58 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is incorrect?at
least for the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM of my family tree,
selected the option to include media, and all the media came over in both
Rootsmagic and Legacy Family Tree. Relating to the transferred media, two
things were lost. All my media captions are gone, and all the media links
to my source citations are broken. The source media is still linked to the
person but not to the source citation.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
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-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 21:54:08 +0000
From: Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Message-ID:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0 at BLUPR09MB0948.
namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here
of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
community need; until recently, we haven't been able to offer access to the
content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent historical
content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as
critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
places.
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I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/
departments/library/Pages/default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North
Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
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-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:16:27 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio)
Message-ID: <E3074C11-0A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149 at icloud.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8
Free to a good library home ?
TIMELINE, publication of the Ohio Historical Society, Mar/Apr 1995 thru
Nov/Dec 1996 (11 issues). Easy-read but well done articles on various
aspects of Ohio history. Please contace me off list with your library?s
name and mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
birdlady2011 at icloud.com
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:25:02 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
Message-ID: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3 at icloud.com>
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Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Did you know? The 1940 and 1950 census enumeration district maps are
online in the National Archives Catalog. Go to
https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch <https://catalog.archives.gov/
advancedsearch> and where it says ?search term? - type in enumeration
district map (your state {or} your county) and where it says ?Record Group
Number" - type in 29. If you want to limit to one of those census years,
you can add 1940 or 1950 to the search term. Confused? Try this sample
search: 1950 enumeration district map cuyahoga
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
attachments/20170407/7b8067ce/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 23:09:53 -0500
From: Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
newspaper?
Message-ID:
<CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ@
mail.gmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year.
Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so
microfilming is no longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed
newspaper that we are having digitized in the very near future thanks to a
grant from a local university.
Teresa
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>
wrote:
> All,
>
>
>
> I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
> your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking
here
> of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
> that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
> copy.)
>
>
>
> My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
> decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
> microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
> community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer access to
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the
> content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
> them.
>
>
>
> Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent
historical
> content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer
as
> critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
> with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
> places.
>
>
>
> I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list
members.
>
>
>
> Leslie
>
> Leslie Kesler, MLIS
>
> Senior Library Assistant
>
> Lore Local History Room
>
> Cabarrus County Public Library
>
> 27 Union Street North
>
> Concord, NC 28025
>
> 704-920-2061 <(704)%20920-2061>
>
> lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
>
>
> [image: Library_Logo]
> <https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/
library/Pages/default.aspx>
>
>
> E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the
North
> Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/
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-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:36:04 +0000
From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
newspaper?
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80F0 at BY2PR09MB0966.
namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Microfilming is still the preferred method of archival preservation. If no
one else is microfilming this paper, I recommend you continue to do so. CDs
are not a particularly stable medium for archival purposes, nor is
digitization. Every time there is a software upgrade or a new type of
software/hardware is invented and becomes the current norm, you will need
to upgrade your digital files. With every upgrade comes the chance of
corrupting or losing data. Digital files are easier to use and have the
advantage of OCR searching, but don?t rely on them for preservation. If
your library does not want to keep the microfilm once the content is
digitized, please find a good archive to give it to.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Teresa Penny
Sent: Saturday, April 08, 2017 12:10 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year.
Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so
microfilming is no longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed
newspaper that we are having digitized in the very near future thanks to a
grant from a local university.
Teresa
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On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us<
mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>> wrote:
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here
of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer access to the
content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical
content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as
critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061<tel:(704)%20920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/
departments/library/Pages/default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North
Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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>
> ----------------------------->
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> End of genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 3
> ****************************************
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170410/20783fdb/
attachment-0001.html>
From tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us Mon Apr 10 10:35:24 2017
From: tbhobbs at dadeco.lib.mo.us (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 09:35:24 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
In-Reply-To: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <a2f023d6-e87a-5f79-e505-44008ca1545e@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
We acquired a 18x24 Scanner and digitize some of our old newspapers and
documents.
If we wish to do so, we can send our digital files to a vendor and have
them put on microfilm.
On 4/10/2017 9:31 AM, Julie Bartlett Nelson wrote:
> We microfilm our newspaper and will continue to do so. The paper
> itself no longer buys a copy of film and their staff come to the
> library when needed. We have our local paper on microfilm from 1786
> to present. 1994 to present is available in a database. However, the
> database does not include any obituaries which is what genealogists
> want! Obits are in America's Obit database and not consistently
> there. The newspaper database only includes articles written by staff
> and we find not all are included. Opinions, letters to the editor,
> press releases, etc. are not in the database. Current ownership of
> the paper just wants to sell that day's paper and has the online
> version behind a paywall and is not interested in allowing digitizing
> of the older microfilm.
>
> Julie Bartlett Nelson
> Archivist
> Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
> Hampshire Room for Local History
> Forbes Library
> 20 West St
> Northampton, MA 01060
> 413-587-1014
>
>
> On Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 9:36 AM,
> <genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> <mailto:genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> wrote:
>
>
Send genealib mailing list submissions to

>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
>
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
You can reach the person managing the list at
>
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
>
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
>
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
>
>
>
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all
>
of the items you're not responding to, and changing the subject
>
line to match that of the single message you're responding to.
>
Failure to edit out other messages or change the subject line may
>
result in your message being rejected.
>
>
Today's Topics:
>
>
1. Re: lost messages. (genbook)
>
2. Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research (Rose Feldman)
>
3. Elementary School Yearbook (Margaret Chatraw)
>
4. Re: Upgrading Family Tree Maker (Laurel Smith)
>
5. does your library microfilm your local newspaper? (Leslie
>
Kesler)
>
6. Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio) (Claire Kluskens)
>
7. 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online (Claire Kluskens)
>
8. Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
>
(Teresa Penny)
>
9. Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
>
(Scouras, Susan C)
>
>
>
--------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
Message: 1
>
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 11:02:02 -0400
>
From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com <mailto:genbook at gmail.com>>
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lost messages.
>
Message-ID:
>
>
<CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw at mail.gmail.com
>
<mailto:CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw at
mail.gmail.com>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
Thanks, Drew. I have been moving between several devices as I
>
traveled and
>
somehow things got messed up.
>
Larry

>
>
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 11:00 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu
>
<mailto:dsmith at usf.edu>> wrote:
>
>
> Larry,
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Your setting on the GENEALIB list is ?not metoo?, which means
>
that you are
>
> not sent copies of your own messages.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> I?ll uncheck that box for you.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Drew Smith
>
>
>
> GENEALIB List Administrator
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> *From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of
>
genbook <
>
> genbook at gmail.com <mailto:genbook at gmail.com>>
>
> *Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
> *Date: *Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 2:08 PM
>
> *To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
> *Subject: *[Genealib] lost messages.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the
>
last 10
>
> days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from
>
me on the
>
> list?
>
>
>
> Larry Naukam
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
>
> genealib mailing list
>
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/2c4e9d27/
attachment-0001.html

>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/2c4e9d27/
attachment-0001.html>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 2
>
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:41:31 +0300
>
From: Rose Feldman <rosef at post.tau.ac.il
>
<mailto:rosef at post.tau.ac.il>>
>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
Subject: [Genealib] Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research
>
Message-ID:
>
>
<20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA at webmail.tau.ac.il
>
<mailto:20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA at webmail.tau.ac.il>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed; DelSp=Yes
>
>
I am inviting you to we a webinar we recorded. It will be open to the
>
public for the next week. All you have to do is register on the
>
website (for free).
>
>
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/04/07/using-directories-maps-genealogy-research/
>
<http://genealogy.org.il/2017/04/07/using-directories-maps-genealogyresearch/>
>
>
>
Rose Feldman
>
Israel Genealogy Research Association
>
http://genealogy.org.il
>
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy
>
<http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy>
>
>
Help us index more records at http://csi.idogenealogy.com
>
>
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
>
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
>
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl <http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl>
>
>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 3
>
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 16:09:54 +0000
>
From: Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov
>
<mailto:MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov>>
>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>"
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: [Genealib] Elementary School Yearbook
>
Message-ID:
>
>
<BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900C0 at
BY2PR09MB1095.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<mailto:BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900C0 at
BY2PR09MB1095.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>

>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>
Available to the first person who wants it: 20 page paperback
>
yearbook - Our Time to Shine; Lincoln Elementary School; Cedar
>
Falls, Iowa; 2005-2006. Pristine condition.
>
>
_____________________________________
>
Margaret Chatraw
>
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
>
Santa Rosa County Library System
>
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
>
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085 <tel:850.626.3085>
>
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries
>
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries><http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries
>
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>>
>
>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
>
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice
>
<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>>.
>
>
________________________________
>
Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
>
communications to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public
>
records available to the public and media upon request. E-mail
>
sent or received on the county system will be considered public
>
and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential
>
pursuant to State Law.
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/82ff0fb6/
attachment-0001.html
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/82ff0fb6/
attachment-0001.html>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 4
>
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 12:12:14 -0700
>
From: "Laurel Smith" <bearpair at comcast.net
>
<mailto:bearpair at comcast.net>>
>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
>
Message-ID: <004901d2afd2$de722060$9b566120$@comcast.net
>
<http://comcast.net>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
Thanks for the clarification Drew.
>
>
Laurel Smith
>
>
>
>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of
>
Smith, Andrew
>
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 6:15 AM
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
>
>
>
>
GEDCOM files are, by their nature, text-only files. As such, they
>
cannot contain media.
>
>
>
>
However, they *can* contain a *link* to media, so an import into
>
RootsMagic *can* access the link to find the media.
>
>
>
>
Drew Smith
>
>
USF Tampa Library
>
>
>
>
From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of
>
Laurel Smith <bearpair at comcast.net <mailto:bearpair at comcast.net>>
>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 5:58 PM
>
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
>
>
>
>
I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is
>
incorrect?at least for the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM
>
of my family tree, selected the option to include media, and all
>
the media came over in both Rootsmagic and Legacy Family Tree.
>
Relating to the transferred media, two things were lost. All my
>
media captions are gone, and all the media links to my source
>
citations are broken. The source media is still linked to the
>
person but not to the source citation.
>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
fa0b795e/attachment-0001.html
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
fa0b795e/attachment-0001.html>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 5
>
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 21:54:08 +0000

>
From: Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>"
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
>
Message-ID:
>
>
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0 at
BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<mailto:BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0 at
BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>
>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
>
All,
>
>
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in
>
having your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am
>
not thinking here of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm,
>
but of being the entity that contracts to have the original papers
>
filmed to create the master copy.)
>
>
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility
>
nearly a decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue
>
arranging for microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the
>
microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we haven't been
>
able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any
>
other way, and we do get requests for them.
>
>
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent
>
historical content through a database subscription, and the
>
microfilm is no longer as critical for access as it once was. I
>
need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming and am
>
curious about what the practice is in other places.
>
>
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list
>
members.
>
>
Leslie
>
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
>
Senior Library Assistant
>
Lore Local History Room
>
Cabarrus County Public Library
>
27 Union Street North
>
Concord, NC 28025
>
704-920-2061 <tel:704-920-2061>
>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
>
>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/
Pages/default.aspx
>
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>>
>
>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to
>
the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to

>
third parties.
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.html
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.html>>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
>
Name: image001.jpg
>
Type: image/jpeg
>
Size: 11508 bytes
>
Desc: image001.jpg
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.jpg
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.jpg>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 6
>
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:16:27 -0400
>
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com
>
<mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com>>
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio)
>
Message-ID: <E3074C11-0A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149 at icloud.com
>
<mailto:E3074C11-0A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149 at icloud.com>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8
>
>
Free to a good library home ?
>
>
TIMELINE, publication of the Ohio Historical Society, Mar/Apr 1995
>
thru Nov/Dec 1996 (11 issues). Easy-read but well done articles on
>
various aspects of Ohio history. Please contace me off list with
>
your library?s name and mailing address.
>
>
Claire Kluskens
>
birdlady2011 at icloud.com <mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 7
>
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:25:02 -0400
>
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com
>
<mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com>>
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
>
Message-ID: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3 at icloud.com
>
<mailto:6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3 at icloud.com>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
Did you know? The 1940 and 1950 census enumeration district maps

>
are online in the National Archives Catalog. Go to
>
https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch
>
<https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch>
>
<https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch
>
<https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch>> and where it says
>
?search term? - type in enumeration district map (your state {or}
>
your county) and where it says ?Record Group Number" - type in 29.
>
If you want to limit to one of those census years, you can add
>
1940 or 1950 to the search term. Confused? Try this sample
>
search: 1950 enumeration district map cuyahoga
>
>
Claire Kluskens
>
National Archives and Records Administration
>
Washington, DC
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/7b8067ce/
attachment-0001.html
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/7b8067ce/
attachment-0001.html>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 8
>
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 23:09:53 -0500
>
From: Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com <mailto:jtpenny87 at gmail.com>>
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
>
newspaper?
>
Message-ID:
>
>
<CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ at mail.gmail.com
>
<mailto:CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw%2BomWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ at
mail.gmail.com>>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each
>
year.
>
Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper
>
on cd so
>
microfilming is no longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of
>
microfilmed
>
newspaper that we are having digitized in the very near future
>
thanks to a
>
grant from a local university.
>
Teresa
>
>
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler
>
<LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us <mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
>
wrote:
>
>
> All,
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>
> I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role
in having
> your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not
thinking here
> of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being
the entity
> that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the
master
> copy.)
>
>
>
> My current institution apparently took on that responsibility
nearly a
> decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue
arranging for
> microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm
meets a
> community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer
access to the
> content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get
requests for
> them.
>
>
>
> Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent
historical
> content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no
longer as
> critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to
continue
> with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is
in other
> places.
>
>
>
> I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other
list members.
>
>
>
> Leslie
>
> Leslie Kesler, MLIS
>
> Senior Library Assistant
>
> Lore Local History Room
>
> Cabarrus County Public Library
>
> 27 Union Street North
>
> Concord, NC 28025
>
> 704-920-2061 <tel:704-920-2061> <(704)%20920-2061>

>
>
>
> lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us <mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> [image: Library_Logo]
>
>
>
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx
>
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>>
>
>
>
>
>
> E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to
>
the North
>
> Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
>
> genealib mailing list
>
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.html
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.html>>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
>
Name: image001.jpg
>
Type: image/jpeg
>
Size: 11508 bytes
>
Desc: not available
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.jpg
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.jpg>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
Message: 9
>
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:36:04 +0000
>
From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov
>
<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov>>
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
>
newspaper?
>
Message-ID:

>
>
<BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80F0 at
BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<mailto:BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80F0 at
BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>
>
>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
Microfilming is still the preferred method of archival
>
preservation. If no one else is microfilming this paper, I
>
recommend you continue to do so. CDs are not a particularly stable
>
medium for archival purposes, nor is digitization. Every time
>
there is a software upgrade or a new type of software/hardware is
>
invented and becomes the current norm, you will need to upgrade
>
your digital files. With every upgrade comes the chance of
>
corrupting or losing data. Digital files are easier to use and
>
have the advantage of OCR searching, but don?t rely on them for
>
preservation. If your library does not want to keep the microfilm
>
once the content is digitized, please find a good archive to give
>
it to.
>
>
>
Susan Scouras
>
Librarian/Library Manager
>
Archives and History Library
>
WV Division of Culture and History
>
The Culture Center
>
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
>
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
>
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742 <tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
>
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov <mailto:susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
>
>
>
>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of
>
Teresa Penny
>
Sent: Saturday, April 08, 2017 12:10 AM
>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
>
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
>
newspaper?
>
>
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each
>
year. Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the
>
newspaper on cd so microfilming is no longer necessary. We have
>
over 100 rolls of microfilmed newspaper that we are having
>
digitized in the very near future thanks to a grant from a local
>
university.
>
Teresa
>
>
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler
>
<LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>>> wrote:
>
All,

>
>
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in
>
having your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am
>
not thinking here of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm,
>
but of being the entity that contracts to have the original papers
>
filmed to create the master copy.)
>
>
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility
>
nearly a decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue
>
arranging for microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the
>
microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we haven?t been
>
able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any
>
other way, and we do get requests for them.
>
>
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent
>
historical content through a database subscription, and the
>
microfilm is no longer as critical for access as it once was. I
>
need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming and am
>
curious about what the practice is in other places.
>
>
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list
>
members.
>
>
Leslie
>
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
>
Senior Library Assistant
>
Lore Local History Room
>
Cabarrus County Public Library
>
27 Union Street North
>
Concord, NC 28025
>
704-920-2061 <tel:704-920-2061><tel:(704)%20920-2061>
>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us
>
<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
>
>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/
Pages/default.aspx
>
<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>>
>
>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to
>
the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to
>
third parties.
>
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu><mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170408/07063e4f/
attachment.html

>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170408/07063e4f/
attachment.html>>
>
-------------- next part ------------->
A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
>
Name: image001.jpg
>
Type: image/jpeg
>
Size: 11508 bytes
>
Desc: image001.jpg
>
URL:
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170408/07063e4f/
attachment.jpg
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170408/07063e4f/
attachment.jpg>>
>
>
----------------------------->
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
End of genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 3
>
****************************************
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170410/
fa669627/attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Mon Apr 10 10:46:46 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 14:46:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
In-Reply-To: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB09662B3627738B7F5287C588D8010@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
While this is still being debated, I don?t think you need their permission to
digitize the microfilm, especially if you are not charging for access or selling
the digitized version.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E

Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Julie Bartlett Nelson
Sent: Monday, April 10, 2017 10:32 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu; LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
We microfilm our newspaper and will continue to do so. The paper itself no longer
buys a copy of film and their staff come to the library when needed. We have our
local paper on microfilm from 1786 to present. 1994 to present is available in a
database. However, the database does not include any obituaries which is what
genealogists want! Obits are in America's Obit database and not consistently there.
The newspaper database only includes articles written by staff and we find not all
are included. Opinions, letters to the editor, press releases, etc. are not in the
database. Current ownership of the paper just wants to sell that day's paper and
has the online version behind a paywall and is not interested in allowing
digitizing of the older microfilm.
Julie Bartlett Nelson
Archivist
Calvin Coolidge Presidential Library & Museum
Hampshire Room for Local History
Forbes Library
20 West St
Northampton, MA 01060
413-587-1014
On Sat, Apr 8, 2017 at 9:36 AM, <genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> wrote:
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-request at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-owner at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items
you're not responding to, and changing the subject line to match that of the single
message you're responding to. Failure to edit out other messages or change the
subject line may result in your message being rejected.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: lost messages. (genbook)
2. Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research (Rose Feldman)

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Elementary School Yearbook (Margaret Chatraw)
Re: Upgrading Family Tree Maker (Laurel Smith)
does your library microfilm your local newspaper? (Leslie Kesler)
Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio) (Claire Kluskens)
1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online (Claire Kluskens)
Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
(Teresa Penny)
9. Re: does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
(Scouras, Susan C)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 11:02:02 -0400
From: genbook <genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] lost messages.
Message-ID:
<CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw at
mail.gmail.com<mailto:CAKEoNhWCHXOrGzcBF_A033XF0DM_33jsQrELYDrv3k3dH3DhPw at
mail.gmail.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Thanks, Drew. I have been moving between several devices as I traveled and
somehow things got messed up.
Larry
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 11:00 AM, Smith, Andrew <dsmith at usf.edu<mailto:dsmith at
usf.edu>> wrote:
> Larry,
>
>
>
> Your setting on the GENEALIB list is ?not metoo?, which means that you are
> not sent copies of your own messages.
>
>
>
> I?ll uncheck that box for you.
>
>
>
> Drew Smith
>
> GENEALIB List Administrator
>
>
>
> *From: *<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of genbook <
> genbook at gmail.com<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>>
> *Reply-To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> *Date: *Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 2:08 PM
> *To: *Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib
at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>

> *Subject: *[Genealib] lost messages.
>
>
>
> Hi, everyone. I have posted several messages to the list in the last 10
> days and have not seen them. Have any others seen messages from me on the
> list?
>
> Larry Naukam
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/2c4e9d27/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:41:31 +0300
From: Rose Feldman <rosef at post.tau.ac.il<mailto:rosef at post.tau.ac.il>>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Using Directories and Maps for Genealogy Research
Message-ID:
<20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA at
webmail.tau.ac.il<mailto:20170407184131.Horde.HBiEGDpRoYRY57MrLdZBMyA at
webmail.tau.ac.il>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8; format=flowed; DelSp=Yes
I am inviting you to we a webinar we recorded. It will be open to the
public for the next week. All you have to do is register on the
website (for free).
http://genealogy.org.il/2017/04/07/using-directories-maps-genealogy-research/
Rose Feldman
Israel Genealogy Research Association
http://genealogy.org.il
http:/facebook.com/israelgenealogy<http://facebook.com/israelgenealogy>
Help us index more records at http://csi.idogenealogy.com
Keep up to date on archives, databases and genealogy in general and
Jewish and Israeli roots in particular with
http://twitter.com/JewDataGenGirl

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 16:09:54 +0000
From: Margaret Chatraw <MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov<mailto:MargaretC at

santarosa.fl.gov>>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Elementary School Yearbook
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900C0 at
BY2PR09MB1095.namprd09.prod.outlook.com<mailto:BY2PR09MB10951C4C58C987FAA31FD8E4900
C0 at BY2PR09MB1095.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Available to the first person who wants it: 20 page paperback yearbook - Our Time
to Shine; Lincoln Elementary School; Cedar Falls, Iowa; 2005-2006. Pristine
condition.
_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085<tel:850.626.3085>
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries><http://
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications
to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records available to the public
and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on the county system will be
considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential
pursuant to State Law.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/82ff0fb6/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 12:12:14 -0700
From: "Laurel Smith" <bearpair at comcast.net<mailto:bearpair at comcast.net>>
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <004901d2afd2$de722060$9b566120$@comcast.net<http://comcast.net>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Thanks for the clarification Drew.
Laurel Smith

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Smith, Andrew
Sent: Friday, April 07, 2017 6:15 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

GEDCOM files are, by their nature, text-only files. As such, they cannot contain
media.

However, they *can* contain a *link* to media, so an import into RootsMagic *can*
access the link to find the media.

Drew Smith
USF Tampa Library

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>> on behalf of Laurel Smith <bearpair at
comcast.net<mailto:bearpair at comcast.net>>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Date: Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 5:58 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker

I think the comment about GEDCOMs not transferring media is incorrect?at least for
the newer FTM editions. I exported a GEDCOM of my family tree, selected the option
to include media, and all the media came over in both Rootsmagic and Legacy Family
Tree. Relating to the transferred media, two things were lost. All my media
captions are gone, and all the media links to my source citations are broken. The
source media is still linked to the person but not to the source citation.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
fa0b795e/attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 21:54:08 +0000
From: Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:LMKesler at
cabarruscounty.us>>
To: "genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Message-ID:
<BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80C0 at

BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com<mailto:BLUPR09MB0948D052DC02ADA55910A570C80
C0 at BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven't been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper's recent historical content
through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061<tel:704-920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:lmkesler
at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 11508 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/
da598107/attachment-0001.jpg>
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:16:27 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com<mailto:birdlady2011 at

icloud.com>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home TIMELINE (Ohio)
Message-ID: <E3074C11-0A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149 at icloud.com<mailto:E3074C110A1D-451A-AE4F-69921B57F149 at icloud.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=utf-8
Free to a good library home ?
TIMELINE, publication of the Ohio Historical Society, Mar/Apr 1995 thru Nov/Dec
1996 (11 issues). Easy-read but well done articles on various aspects of Ohio
history. Please contace me off list with your library?s name and mailing address.
Claire Kluskens
birdlady2011 at icloud.com<mailto:birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Fri, 07 Apr 2017 18:25:02 -0400
From: Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com<mailto:birdlady2011 at
icloud.com>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
Message-ID: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3 at icloud.com<mailto:6AEAD7341F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3 at icloud.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Did you know? The 1940 and 1950 census enumeration district maps are online in the
National Archives Catalog. Go to https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch
<https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch> and where it says ?search term? type in enumeration district map (your state {or} your county) and where it says ?
Record Group Number" - type in 29. If you want to limit to one of those census
years, you can add 1940 or 1950 to the search term. Confused? Try this sample
search: 1950 enumeration district map cuyahoga
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/7b8067ce/
attachment-0001.html>
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Fri, 7 Apr 2017 23:09:53 -0500
From: Teresa Penny <jtpenny87 at gmail.com<mailto:jtpenny87 at gmail.com>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
newspaper?
Message-ID:
<CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw+omWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ at
mail.gmail.com<mailto:CAB3bRZSkfFD2XsZM6bZdw%2BomWGqksV0rQgJkA2B8WE3wdNp6OQ at

mail.gmail.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year.
Last year our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so
microfilming is no longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed
newspaper that we are having digitized in the very near future thanks to a
grant from a local university.
Teresa
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at
cabarruscounty.us<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

All,

I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having
your local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here
of purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity
that contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master
copy.)

My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a
decade ago, when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for
microfilming themselves. We certainly find that the microfilm meets a
community need; until recently, we haven?t been able to offer access to the
content of those back issues in any other way, and we do get requests for
them.

Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical
content through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as
critical for access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue
with the microfilming and am curious about what the practice is in other
places.

I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.

Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North

> Concord, NC 28025
>
> 704-920-2061<tel:704-920-2061> <(704)%20920-2061>
>
> lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
>
>
>
> [image: Library_Logo]
> <https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/default.aspx>
>
>
> E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North
> Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 11508 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170407/84db60d4/
attachment-0001.jpg>
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Sat, 8 Apr 2017 13:36:04 +0000
From: "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.C.Scouras at
wv.gov>>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local
newspaper?
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80F0 at
BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com<mailto:BY2PR09MB096678D78CCF0713C81B2A0BD80
F0 at BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
Microfilming is still the preferred method of archival preservation. If no one else
is microfilming this paper, I recommend you continue to do so. CDs are not a
particularly stable medium for archival purposes, nor is digitization. Every time
there is a software upgrade or a new type of software/hardware is invented and
becomes the current norm, you will need to upgrade your digital files. With every
upgrade comes the chance of corrupting or losing data. Digital files are easier to
use and have the advantage of OCR searching, but don?t rely on them for

preservation. If your library does not want to keep the microfilm once the content
is digitized, please find a good archive to give it to.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
Archives and History Library
WV Division of Culture and History
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742<tel:%28304%29%20558-0230%2C%20Ext.%20742>
susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf
Of Teresa Penny
Sent: Saturday, April 08, 2017 12:10 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] does your library microfilm your local newspaper?
Our library has, in the past, microfilmed our local newspaper each year. Last year
our newspaper office started sending nus the newspaper on cd so microfilming is no
longer necessary. We have over 100 rolls of microfilmed newspaper that we are
having digitized in the very near future thanks to a grant from a local university.
Teresa
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 4:54 PM, Leslie Kesler <LMKesler at
cabarruscounty.us<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:LMKesler at
cabarruscounty.us<mailto:LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us>>> wrote:
All,
I am curious about whether any your libraries have taken a role in having your
local newspaper microfilmed for preservation. (I am not thinking here of
purchasing duplicate copies of the microfilm, but of being the entity that
contracts to have the original papers filmed to create the master copy.)
My current institution apparently took on that responsibility nearly a decade ago,
when the local paper elected to discontinue arranging for microfilming themselves.
We certainly find that the microfilm meets a community need; until recently, we
haven?t been able to offer access to the content of those back issues in any other
way, and we do get requests for them.
Now, it has become possible for us to access the paper?s recent historical content
through a database subscription, and the microfilm is no longer as critical for
access as it once was. I need to decide whether to continue with the microfilming
and am curious about what the practice is in other places.
I would be happy to hear experiences and opinions from other list members.
Leslie
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library

27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061<tel:704-920-2061><tel:(704)%20920-2061>
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us><mailto:lmkesler
at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu><mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 3
****************************************
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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attachment-0001.html>
From youngm at stls.org Mon Apr 10 11:18:00 2017
From: youngm at stls.org (Maggie Young)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 11:18:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 5
Message-ID: <201704101118423.SM75311@MAIL>
We still purchase the microfilm, though it is getting more expensive. I like owning
the information and it is the most stable format. I looked at our bill sover the
last 10 years or so and it has risen astronomically. I complained to the vendor

and they took away this year's price increase, at least. We do pay for a
subscription to a database, but it isn't long-term storage, it's current access.
We are also paying subscribers to our newspapers. This means I have access to the
last month's worth of newspapers and can download them as a pdf file. I go in to
the site once a month and download all the papers as pdfs and store them on our
server. But, I reminded that this isn't a stable format and, expensive or not, we
have to still pay for microfilm.
Maggie Young
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Steele Memorial Library
Chemung County Library District
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us
P: (607)733-8603
F: (607)733-9176
E: youngm at stls.org
If there exists a problem, there exists a solution.
If there is no solution, then there is no problem.

From LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us Mon Apr 10 11:59:33 2017
From: LMKesler at cabarruscounty.us (Leslie Kesler)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 15:59:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] more about microfilming newspapers
Message-ID:
<BLUPR09MB094867678C1411486913B700C8010@BLUPR09MB0948.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Wow, thanks everybody for sharing your experiences and your thoughts on my dilemma.
Your collective wisdom is reinforcing the strand of my thinking that is really a
big fan of microfilm for long term preservation considerations, and that thinks we
should continue with microfilming as the best way to ensure long-term access for
our patrons. (And, yes, as far as reasonable effort can determine, we are the only
ones microfilming this paper. We actually arrange to deposit the master with the
State Library for long term preservation and get a duplicate service copy for our
use.)
When I sometimes begin to question this perspective it is usually because I've just
read something new arguing that market forces will kill microfilm in the near
future, because there won't be enough demand to support continued production of
film and equipment. It seems like I've seen increasing amounts of that kind of
talk over the last six months. The estimate we recently got for microfilming the
last 2 years worth of the paper is still manageable for us, but the cost is
definitely increasing at a faster rate than our other expenditures. The pragmatic
devil on my other shoulder is whispering that if the signs point to microfilm dying
in a few years anyway, perhaps I should stop now and figure out what the highest
priority goal is that I could achieve by reallocating the microfilming budget.
For now, I'm leaning towards another round of microfilming and some watchful
waiting about what's going to happen in the marketplace over the next year or two.

But that's the substance of the debate that's playing out in my mind as I weigh the
pros and cons. Thanks to all for helping me think this out.
Leslie Kesler, MLIS
Senior Library Assistant
Lore Local History Room
Cabarrus County Public Library
27 Union Street North
Concord, NC 28025
704-920-2061
lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us<mailto:lmkesler at cabarruscounty.us>
[Library_Logo]<https://www.cabarruscounty.us/government/departments/library/Pages/
default.aspx>
E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina
Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Apr 10 12:39:06 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 16:39:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
In-Reply-To: <a2f023d6-e87a-5f79-e505-44008ca1545e@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
References: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
<a2f023d6-e87a-5f79-e505-44008ca1545e@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5E489@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
A number of our local newspapers were discontinued in recent years, and the new
ones that have appeared have shown no interest in microfilming their own files.
The last time we did microfilming of local papers was in 2012.
We have held onto
file copies of current papers (weeklies and bi-weeklies) since 2012 with the
expectation of filming them as funding allows. Our newspapers prior to 1963 have
been digitized, and those prior to 1951 have been posted online as part of our
Digital Library.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>
http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170410/538404de/
attachment.html>
From jason.cornelius at loganutah.org Mon Apr 10 15:15:18 2017
From: jason.cornelius at loganutah.org (Jason Cornelius)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 13:15:18 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5E489@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
<a2f023d6-e87a-5f79-e505-44008ca1545e@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5E489@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <CAHPijjhL73uVV-+1nHS_-Y1TZNnNZB5kaJyzF+BVxfYVYBYXWw@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
The problem we have locally is that our newspaper is born digital and the
paper has absolutely no incentive to microfilm the paper as they keep a
digital archive for themselves. The local university has continued
microfilming the paper, but we are unable to purchase our own copies
because the cost from Heritage Microfilms is wildly cost prohibitive. We
discontinued purchasing the film at the end of 2007.
We offer our patrons the digital paper for the last few years in a database
offered through the Utah State Library. Then, for our own preservation
needs, we have reverted to binding the newspapers in two month groupings.
This, according to preservationists at the University of Utah, is actually
a good method because it protects (other than the edges of the paper) the
paper from light and air. Moisture is seldom a problem in our desert
climate. The only residual problem is shelf space. Binding the papers also
saves the papers for any future preservation process we may want to
undertake.
I'm not sure what will happen in the future. Maybe money will be found and
then we can use the physical papers we're saving for the microfilm process.
Until then, patrons often use these books and simply snap photos of the
pages with their phones.
Jason Cornelius, MLS
Division Leader Adult Fiction & Special Collections Services
Logan Library
435-716-9143
jason.cornelius at loganutah.org
On Mon, Apr 10, 2017 at 10:39 AM, Wilson, Donald L <dlwilson at pwcgov.org>
wrote:
>
>
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>
>
>
>

A number of our local newspapers were discontinued in recent years, and
the new ones that have appeared have shown no interest in microfilming
their own files.
The last time we did microfilming of local papers was in
2012.
We have held onto file copies of current papers (weeklies and
bi-weeklies) since 2012 with the expectation of filming them as funding
allows. Our newspapers prior to 1963 have been digitized, and those prior
to 1951 have been posted online as part of our Digital Library.
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> *Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian*
>
> The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
>
> for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
>
> Prince William Public Library System
>
> Bull Run Regional Library
>
> 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
>
> 703-792-4540 <(703)%20792-4540>
>
> www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC
>
> http://eservice.pwcgov.org/library/digitalLibrary/index.htm
>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Apr 10 16:09:08 2017
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 20:09:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] microfilming newspaper
In-Reply-To: <CAHPijjhL73uVV-+1nHS_-Y1TZNnNZB5kaJyzF+BVxfYVYBYXWw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEf8a_HeGf2EWk1vYx96Z-cWMFdU4CD9dJT-+VPxBHg6c8KxGg@mail.gmail.com>
<a2f023d6-e87a-5f79-e505-44008ca1545e@dadeco.lib.mo.us>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5E489@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<CAHPijjhL73uVV-+1nHS_-Y1TZNnNZB5kaJyzF+BVxfYVYBYXWw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<DM5PR09MB11939F1318098B068513AC52AC010@DM5PR09MB1193.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Grapevine, Texas is a medium-sized community of 50,000. Our newspaper, The
Grapevine Sun, ran from 1895 to April 2009 when it ceased publication. At various
times it was published either weekly or twice a week. We have all available issues
on microfilm up to that point. The microfilm was donated to the library by the
historical society in 1979; it was the first genealogical acquisition the library
made. I don?t know how long the society had it, but we continued to have it
microfilmed until its demise. The Sun is now entirely available on
NewspaperArchive.com. We have access to NewspaperArchive and will also keep the
microfilm indefinitely.
Nancy

[GV LIBRARY Logo CMYK]
Nancy
Maxwell
Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way|Grapevine, TX 76051
P: 817-410-3429 | F: 817-410-3084 | E: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
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From schristenson at verizon.net Mon Apr 10 16:19:03 2017
From: schristenson at verizon.net (Sharon Christenson)
Date: Mon, 10 Apr 2017 16:19:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Register today,
seats are filling up fast: Librarians and Local Historians Day * 26
April 2017 * NERGC 2017
Message-ID: <009901d2b237$b32186f0$196494d0$@verizon.net>
Librarians and Local Historians Day at the 2017 New England Regional
Genealogical Conference in Springfield will feature Bob (Robert) Anderson,
The Great Migration Study, as luncheon speaker.
Genealogy and family history research continues to trend with the public,
presenting an opportunity for historical societies and libraries. Curt
Witcher of the Allen County Public Library will detail how genealogy can
attract interest and funding for both groups. Rhonda Clark and Nicole
Wedemeyer Miller's book, Fostering Family History Services, includes ideas
for how partnerships between the two communities of practice can benefit
both. Rhonda will share their findings in person. Curt's second presentation
highlights cost-effective public domain resources for genealogical reference
that don't require a budget. Panelist Rachel Onuf, the roving archivist for
Massachusetts, will talk about this Massachusetts program. Register at
www.nergc.org <http://www.nergc.org> : $40 for the day, 26 April 2017.
Luncheon sponsored by ProQuest. Full conference registration not required.
Sharon Christenson
schristenson at verizon.net <mailto:schristenson at verizon.net>
Chair, Librarians and Local Historians Day

NERGC 2017 Springfield

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Thu Apr 13 13:14:45 2017
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)
Date: Thu, 13 Apr 2017 12:14:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Videos
Message-ID: <13f0a73d-18ee-4100-2088-afbfc6fd82a7@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Hello,
I would like to look into creating a video to showcase our genealogy
library. I was inspired by Waco library's great video:
http://www.waco-texas.com/cms-library/page.aspx?id=16
As inspiration, I'd like to see any other videos other libraries have
done. Does anyone know of any other videos promoting genealogy libraries?
Thank you!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155

--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From bschneider at personcounty.net Thu Apr 13 13:59:03 2017
From: bschneider at personcounty.net (Becky Schneider)
Date: Thu, 13 Apr 2017 17:59:03 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Videos
In-Reply-To: <13f0a73d-18ee-4100-2088-afbfc6fd82a7@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <13f0a73d-18ee-4100-2088-afbfc6fd82a7@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CED6BEC92227B94BB0DAF701684FAF46265B9FED@VM-2012-EXC4.personcounty.local>

The State Library of North Carolina has a whole online video course that could give
you some ideas!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLPp5v16aEBq0mB_p6jNNVLqlU-FYfxRA4&v=ReqYh4yT7F8
Becky Schneider
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Thursday, April 13, 2017 1:15 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Videos
Hello,
I would like to look into creating a video to showcase our genealogy library. I was
inspired by Waco library's great video:
http://www.waco-texas.com/cms-library/page.aspx?id=16
As inspiration, I'd like to see any other videos other libraries have done. Does
anyone know of any other videos promoting genealogy libraries?
Thank you!
Becky

-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
________________________________
[Avast logo]<https://www.avast.com/antivirus>
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com<https://www.avast.com/antivirus>
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From genbook at gmail.com Thu Apr 13 15:12:28 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 13 Apr 2017 15:12:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Videos
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhWKBGkG9WOKf1H-utQ5H5HAPeG4PNOXhyWZGWk7B_rV7g@mail.gmail.com>

>
> Back in 2004, a local film maker did this for Rochester for free. It was
> shown over 100 times in rotation on the local cable channels. The part
> about the library is half way down the page at:
>
> http://www.starpro.org/Episodes.htm
>
*Treasures of the Rochester Public Library Finalist for Documentary Profile
- ACM-NE Video Festival, 2004*
Join us as we explore the rich history of the *Rundel Memorial Library
<http://www.libraryweb.org/>*in downtown Rochester, NY.
Meet the Librarian and Archivist who preserve and maintain one of the best
historical collections
in Western, NY.
Discover Rochester's past as we dig through "The Local History Section" and
uncover
one-of-a-kind books, photos and letters. Learn how to tap into their
extensive "Genealogy
Research Center" to find that distant ancestor of yours.
*Video Clips: *| Early History
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/Beginnings_256K.wmv> | Building the
Library <http://starpro.org/images/Library/Building_256K.wmv> | Local
History Div. <http://starpro.org/images/Library/Local_History_256K.wmv> | In
the Stacks <http://starpro.org/images/Library/Stacks_256K.wmv> | Displays
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/Displays_256K.wmv>
| Roch. Reg. Library Council
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/RRLC_256K.wmv> | Genealogy
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/Genealogy_256K.wmv> | Family Hist. CD
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/CD_256K.wmv> | Testimonial
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/Clam_256K.wmv> | Internet Resources
<http://starpro.org/images/Library/Internet_256K.wmv> |
Attic with an Attitude <http://starpro.org/images/Library/Attic_256K.wmv> |
> and it is downloadable as well. They also gave us videos and DVDs of the
> product.
>
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative
President, Rochester Genealogical Society
On Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 1:59 PM, Becky Schneider <
bschneider at personcounty.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>

The State Library of North Carolina has a whole online video course that
could give you some ideas!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLPp5v16aEBq0mB_p6jNNVLqlU-FYfxRA4&v=
ReqYh4yT7F8

>
> Becky Schneider
>
>
> ----------------------------->
> [image: Avast logo] <https://www.avast.com/antivirus>
>
>
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From skirby at hctpl.info Fri Apr 14 09:15:14 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 09:15:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
In-Reply-To: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3@icloud.com>
References: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3@icloud.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hM9EgcpMFzQRO6ZDTE_+DNbiBmpGWa-URnB=V02fCQ=2A@mail.gmail.com>
Don't know the Enumeration District (ED)? No problem - use Steve Morse's
series of finders: http://www.stevemorse.org/#us
The Unified viewer is the best place to start (does all census from 1880 to
1950).
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
On Fri, Apr 7, 2017 at 6:25 PM, Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com>
wrote:
> Did you know? The 1940 and 1950 census enumeration district maps are
> online in the National Archives Catalog. Go to
> https://catalog.archives.gov/advancedsearch and where it says ?search
> term? - type in enumeration district map (your state {or} your county) and
> where it says ?Record Group Number" - type in 29. If you want to limit to
> one of those census years, you can add 1940 or 1950 to the search term.
> Confused? Try this sample search: 1950 enumeration district map cuyahoga
>
> Claire Kluskens
> National Archives and Records Administration
> Washington, DC
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From suzannelevy at cox.net Fri Apr 14 10:16:19 2017
From: suzannelevy at cox.net (Suzanne Levy)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 10:16:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Library Videos
In-Reply-To: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
Message-ID: <CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
Here is one from the Fairfax County Public Library:
http://www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr/
And a newer one from our the Friends of the Virginia Room Facebook page:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0WNWy68t4E
On Thu, Apr 13, 2017 at 1:14 PM, Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:
> Hello,
>
> I would like to look into creating a video to showcase our genealogy
> library. I was inspired by Waco library's great video:
> http://www.waco-texas.com/cms-library/page.aspx?id=16
>
> As inspiration, I'd like to see any other videos other libraries have
> done. Does anyone know of any other videos promoting genealogy libraries?
>
> Thank you!
> Becky
>
>
> -> Becky Isbell
> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801(325) 646-0155
>
>
>
> -----------------------------> [image: Avast logo] <https://www.avast.com/antivirus>
>
> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> www.avast.com <https://www.avast.com/antivirus>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From rzirkle at centrecountylibrary.org Fri Apr 14 10:24:22 2017
From: rzirkle at centrecountylibrary.org (Robbin Zirkle)

Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 10:24:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
Message-ID: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
Good morning everyone,
I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain how
to answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to
track some ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track columns
one and two ('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and
'Families numbered in the order of visitation'). More specifically, he
wants to know if these numbers are on maps somewhere, or if they could be
used to place the families geographically within the township for which the
Census is taken.
Any help would be appreciated!
Best,
Robbin
--Sign up for our free e-newsletter <http://goo.gl/forms/JQWPVLCSTSqp1wd72>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From APerrine at onlib.org Fri Apr 14 10:42:02 2017
From: APerrine at onlib.org (Amanda Perrine)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 14:42:02 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
In-Reply-To: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <1492180921927.73834@onlib.org>
?Hi Robbin,
Unfortunately, these numbers do not tell you anything about where the people lived,
as they are literally the order the census walked down the street in. The dwelling
and family numbers are different as often more than one family lived in a dwelling
(such as a duplex). They also don't tell you much about where on the street it is
located, as census takers may have walked back and forth across a street or turned
randomly.

In later census records, beginning in 1880, the actual house number and street is
listed.
Amanda
--Amanda E. Perrine
Assistant Director
Marcellus Free Library
32 Maple Street
Marcellus, NY 13108
315-673-3221
http://mflib.org/
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at
centrecountylibrary.org>
Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 10:24 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
Good morning everyone,
I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain how to
answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to track some
ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track columns one and two
('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and 'Families numbered in
the order of visitation'). More specifically, he wants to know if these numbers
are on maps somewhere, or if they could be used to place the families
geographically within the township for which the Census is taken.
Any help would be appreciated!
Best,
Robbin
--[https://docs.google.com/a/centrecountylibrary.org/uc?
id=0B2OukeXo_ooeNjVSY3hpOG5tLVU&export=download]
Sign up for our free e-newsletter<http://goo.gl/forms/JQWPVLCSTSqp1wd72>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170414/
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From ellen at barrfinancial.com Fri Apr 14 11:06:26 2017
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (Ann Ellen Barr)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 15:06:26 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] 1940 and 1950 enumeration district maps online
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hM9EgcpMFzQRO6ZDTE_+DNbiBmpGWa-URnB=V02fCQ=2A@mail.gmail.com>
References: <6AEAD734-1F15-4FAA-8A2D-8D2F1DB313A3@icloud.com>
<CAAvK8hM9EgcpMFzQRO6ZDTE_+DNbiBmpGWa-URnB=V02fCQ=2A@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR1701MB17687E4F4016142B589731EDB1050@CY4PR1701MB1768.namprd17.prod.outlook.com

>
Big Thank You!!!!
AnnEllen Barr
This message (including any attachments) contains confidential information intended
for a specific recipient and purpose. If you are not the intended recipient, you
should delete this message. Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
message, or the taking of any action based on it, is prohibited.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From mcarroll at pobox.com Fri Apr 14 11:06:59 2017
From: mcarroll at pobox.com (Michael Carroll)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 08:06:59 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
In-Reply-To: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <b6e08138-9ff1-4335-ac17-7c48cebfdbe9@pobox.com>
For this particular case, I think property records would be the natural next step,
since the residents are farmers or laborers. From there one might obtain
geographical locations.
On Apr 14, 2017, 7:24 AM, at 7:24 AM, Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at
centrecountylibrary.org> wrote:
>Good morning everyone,
>
>I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain
>how
>to answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
>
>A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to
>track some ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track
>columns
>one and two ('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and
>'Families numbered in the order of visitation'). More specifically, he
>wants to know if these numbers are on maps somewhere, or if they could
>be
>used to place the families geographically within the township for which
>the
>Census is taken.
>
>Any help would be appreciated!
>
>Best,
>Robbin
>
>-->
>
>Sign up for our free e-newsletter
><http://goo.gl/forms/JQWPVLCSTSqp1wd72>

>
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170414/49c5c1c4/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Fri Apr 14 12:06:31 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 12:06:31 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
In-Reply-To: <b6e08138-9ff1-4335-ac17-7c48cebfdbe9@pobox.com>
References: <CAKD2EhD9te+5x2h2EvhUsoy+wdK8-ungqSCpQA6z6kOOURpAXA@mail.gmail.com>
<b6e08138-9ff1-4335-ac17-7c48cebfdbe9@pobox.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hNGQb2ttP4iPUvLuQjtKPh=6QCss0Oe-6fTiQBGVdHXiw@mail.gmail.com>
If you have a plat map of a time period within about 15 years, you might be
able to figure out the route that way as well. And/or use one in
conjunction with deeds.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> On Apr 14, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at centrecountylibrary.
> org> wrote:
>
>> Good morning everyone,
>>
>> I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain
>> how to answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
>>
>> A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to
>> track some ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track columns
>> one and two ('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and
>> 'Families numbered in the order of visitation'). More specifically, he
>> wants to know if these numbers are on maps somewhere, or if they could be
>> used to place the families geographically within the township for which the
>> Census is taken.
>>
>> Any help would be appreciated!
>>
>> Best,
>> Robbin
>>
>> ---

>>
>>
>>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From jacksonm at bibblib.org Sat Apr 15 16:05:53 2017
From: jacksonm at bibblib.org (Muriel Jackson)
Date: Sat, 15 Apr 2017 16:05:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
Message-ID: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
April 15, 2017

Hi Guys,

I need to locate the authors of the books "No Land.Only Slaves: A Different
Look at Deeds" I stumbled across this set two years ago and have not been
able to track down the authors to determine if they have any additional
copies for sale. I have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch Springs,
Texas.

Muriel
*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org> jacksonm at bibblib.org

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg
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Name: image001.jpg
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From dockene at hotmail.com Sat Apr 15 16:23:10 2017
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david)
Date: Sat, 15 Apr 2017 20:23:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID:
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Hi, Muriel,
I hope this helps. I found this reference in worldcat:
http://www.worldcat.org/title/no-land-only-slaves-volume-13-slave-recordsabstracted-from-the-deed-books-of-rusk-county-texas/oclc/68136380
"No land--only slaves!" : Volume 13, Slave records
...<http://www.worldcat.org/title/no-land-only-slaves-volume-13-slave-recordsabstracted-from-the-deed-books-of-rusk-county-texas/oclc/68136380>
www.worldcat.org
"No land--only slaves!" : Volume 13, Slave records abstracted from the deed books
of Rusk County, Texas
And here are more listings: https://www.worldcat.org/search?
qt=worldcat_org_bks&q=no+land++only+slaves&fq=dt%3Abks
Results for 'no land only slaves' > 'Book'
[WorldCat.org]<https://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=worldcat_org_bks&q=no+land+
+only+slaves&fq=dt%3Abks>
www.worldcat.org
Search for 'no land only slaves' > 'Book' at a library near you
David

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2017 8:05 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'

Cc: Muriel M. Jackson
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
April 15, 2017

Hi Guys,

I need to locate the authors of the books ?No Land?Only Slaves: A Different Look
at Deeds? I stumbled across this set two years ago and have not been able to
track down the authors to determine if they have any additional copies for sale. I
have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch Springs, Texas.

Muriel
*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

[mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]
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Name: image001.jpg
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attachment.jpg>
From dockene at hotmail.com Sat Apr 15 16:45:36 2017
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david)
Date: Sat, 15 Apr 2017 20:45:36 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>,
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<SN1PR18MB0685933F6A85BF422DB9D1DFA2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Hi, Muriel,
I'm sorry for my previous email. I just realized it doesn't correctly respond to
your request. Good luck.
David
________________________________
From: david <dockene at hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2017 8:23 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Author Help
Hi, Muriel,
I hope this helps. I found this reference in worldcat:
http://www.worldcat.org/title/no-land-only-slaves-volume-13-slave-recordsabstracted-from-the-deed-books-of-rusk-county-texas/oclc/68136380
"No land--only slaves!" : Volume 13, Slave records
...<http://www.worldcat.org/title/no-land-only-slaves-volume-13-slave-recordsabstracted-from-the-deed-books-of-rusk-county-texas/oclc/68136380>
www.worldcat.org
"No land--only slaves!" : Volume 13, Slave records abstracted from the deed books
of Rusk County, Texas
And here are more listings: https://www.worldcat.org/search?
qt=worldcat_org_bks&q=no+land++only+slaves&fq=dt%3Abks
Results for 'no land only slaves' > 'Book'
[WorldCat.org]<https://www.worldcat.org/search?qt=worldcat_org_bks&q=no+land+
+only+slaves&fq=dt%3Abks>
www.worldcat.org
Search for 'no land only slaves' > 'Book' at a library near you
David

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Muriel Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2017 8:05 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Cc: Muriel M. Jackson
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
April 15, 2017

Hi Guys,

I need to locate the authors of the books ?No Land?Only Slaves: A Different Look
at Deeds? I stumbled across this set two years ago and have not been able to
track down the authors to determine if they have any additional copies for sale. I
have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch Springs, Texas.

Muriel
*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

[mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]
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attachment.jpg>
From aehanson at swbell.net Sun Apr 16 15:01:42 2017
From: aehanson at swbell.net (Tony Hanson)
Date: Sun, 16 Apr 2017 14:01:42 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID: <005501d2b6e3$e5fe5ed0$b1fb1c70$@swbell.net>
I found a Facebook page and a blog related to the book, but neither one
looks very active:

https://www.facebook.com/No-Land-Only-Slaves-A-Different-Look-at-Deeds-16978
5586489839/

https://slaves8m.blogspot.com/

Tony

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2017 3:06 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Muriel M. Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help

April 15, 2017

Hi Guys,

I need to locate the authors of the books "No Land.Only Slaves: A Different
Look at Deeds" I stumbled across this set two years ago and have not been
able to track down the authors to determine if they have any additional
copies for sale. I have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch Springs,
Texas.

Muriel
*****************************************

Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

jacksonm at bibblib.org <mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>

(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170416/
a0b9f607/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
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From suzannelevy at cox.net Sun Apr 16 15:27:54 2017
From: suzannelevy at cox.net (Suzanne Levy)
Date: Sun, 16 Apr 2017 15:27:54 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <2869965968298492346@unknownmsgid>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<2869965968298492346@unknownmsgid>
Message-ID: <CAAHy0NoDt9=8RCvXTVyf-PGzOWueWcoC-usC63=wQgOsZZ8WPw@mail.gmail.com>
There is a telephone no. on the FB page; click on Call now. Also if you
click on "see more" it says copies are available to libraries and archives;

you might try that. Worldcat shows copies available in a number of places
around the country.
On Sun, Apr 16, 2017 at 3:01 PM, Tony Hanson <aehanson at swbell.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I found a Facebook page and a blog related to the book, but neither one
looks very active:

https://www.facebook.com/No-Land-Only-Slaves-A-DifferentLook-at-Deeds-169785586489839/

https://slaves8m.blogspot.com/

Tony

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Muriel Jackson
*Sent:* Saturday, April 15, 2017 3:06 PM
*To:* 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Cc:* Muriel M. Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
*Subject:* [Genealib] Author Help

April 15, 2017

Hi Guys,

I need to locate the authors of the books *?No Land?Only Slaves: A
Different Look at Deeds? *I stumbled across this set two years ago and
have not been able to track down the authors to determine if they have any
additional copies for sale. I have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch
Springs, Texas.

Muriel
*******************************************

*Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library

>
> Middle Georgia Regional Library
>
> 1180 Washington Ave.
>
> Macon, GA
31201
>
> *jacksonm at bibblib.org <jacksonm at bibblib.org>*
>
>
>
> (478) 744-0820 Phone
>
> (478) 744-0893 Fax
>
>
>
> *[image: mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]*
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170416/8e815bba/
attachment-0001.html>
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Name: image001.jpg
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From pmlofft at comcast.net Sun Apr 16 15:58:09 2017
From: pmlofft at comcast.net (Patrick Lofft)
Date: Sun, 16 Apr 2017 12:58:09 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
A diligent researcher could studiously:
compare the 1880 enumeration including the actual house number and street
to the families with similar surnames on the earlier census(es) to gain an
approximation of the house locations.
>
>
>
>
>

Message: 1
Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 14:42:02 +0000
From: Amanda Perrine <APerrine at onlib.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers

> Message-ID: <1492180921927.73834 at onlib.org>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>
> ?Hi Robbin,
>
> Unfortunately, these numbers do not tell you anything about where the people
lived, as they are literally the order the census walked down the street in. The
dwelling and family numbers are different as often more than one family lived in a
dwelling (such as a duplex). They also don't tell you much about where on the
street it is located, as census takers may have walked back and forth across a
street or turned randomly.
>
>
> In later census records, beginning in 1880, the actual house number and street is
listed.
>
> Amanda
>
>
> --> Amanda E. Perrine
> Assistant Director
>
> Marcellus Free Library
> 32 Maple Street
> Marcellus, NY 13108
> 315-673-3221
> http://mflib.org/
> ________________________________
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at
centrecountylibrary.org>
> Sent: Friday, April 14, 2017 10:24 AM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
> Subject: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
>
> Good morning everyone,
>
> I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain how to
answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
>
> A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to track some
ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track columns one and two
('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and 'Families numbered in
the order of visitation'). More specifically, he wants to know if these numbers
are on maps somewhere, or if they could be used to place the families
geographically within the township for which the Census is taken.
>
> Any help would be appreciated!
>
> Best,
> Robbin
>
> Message: 3
> Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 08:06:59 -0700
> From: Michael Carroll <mcarroll at pobox.com>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
> Message-ID: <b6e08138-9ff1-4335-ac17-7c48cebfdbe9 at pobox.com>

> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> For this particular case, I think property records would be the natural next
step, since the residents are farmers or laborers. From there one might obtain
geographical locations.
>
> On Apr 14, 2017, 7:24 AM, at 7:24 AM, Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at
centrecountylibrary.org> wrote:
> >Good morning everyone,
> >
> >I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain
> >how
> >to answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.
> >
> >A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to
> >track some ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track
> >columns
> >one and two ('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and
> >'Families numbered in the order of visitation'). More specifically, he
> >wants to know if these numbers are on maps somewhere, or if they could
> >be
> >used to place the families geographically within the township for which
> >the
> >Census is taken.
> >
> >Any help would be appreciated!
> >
> >Best,
> >Robbin
> >
> Message: 4
> Date: Fri, 14 Apr 2017 12:06:31 -0400
> From: Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info>
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census Dwelling House Numbers
> Message-ID:
>
<CAAvK8hNGQb2ttP4iPUvLuQjtKPh=6QCss0Oe-6fTiQBGVdHXiw at mail.gmail.com>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
> If you have a plat map of a time period within about 15 years, you might be
> able to figure out the route that way as well. And/or use one in
> conjunction with deeds.
>
>
> ______________
> Sarah A. V. Kirby
> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
> Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
> > On Apr 14, 2017, at 7:24 AM, Robbin Zirkle <rzirkle at centrecountylibrary.
> > org> wrote:
> >
> >> Good morning everyone,
> >>
> >> I received a question about the 1850 Census that I wasn't 100% certain
> >> how to answer, so I'm hoping someone might be able to help.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

>>
>> A patron has been looking into the 1850 Census (see attache) to try to
>> track some ancestors, and is wondering if there is any way to track columns
>> one and two ('Dwelling houses-numbered in the order of visitation' and
>> 'Families numbered in the order of visitation'). More specifically, he
>> wants to know if these numbers are on maps somewhere, or if they could be
>> used to place the families geographically within the township for which the
>> Census is taken.
>>
>> Any help would be appreciated!
>>
>> Best,
>> Robbin
****************************************

From marilyn at cavtel.net Sun Apr 16 17:51:19 2017
From: marilyn at cavtel.net (Marilyn J. Jackson)
Date: Sun, 16 Apr 2017 17:51:19 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID: <b5377086-ef0c-ab28-4690-eb9eaab3b007@cavtel.net>
Muriel,
St Louis Public owns 18 volumes of the set, so it would appear they are
continuing to purchase. The catalog entry has them cataloged as a set
but there is a description of the content of each volume. Perhaps they
could give you the information they use to purchase.
Marilyn Jackson
On 4/15/2017 4:05 PM, Muriel Jackson wrote:
>
> April 15, 2017
>
> Hi Guys,
>
> I need to locate the authors of the books /?No Land?Only Slaves: A
> Different Look at Deeds? /I stumbled across this set two years ago
> and have not been able to track down the authors to determine if they
> have any additional copies for sale. I have Edith Smith and Vivan
> Lehman in Balch Springs, Texas.
>
> Muriel
>
> *******************************************
>
> **
>
> *Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS*
>
> Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
>
> Washington Memorial Library
>
> Middle Georgia Regional Library
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA

31201

*jacksonm at bibblib.org <mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>*
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
*mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg*

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Mon Apr 17 09:43:05 2017
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 13:43:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID:
<CY4PR09MB1221C88A3EF435F7C0ED271C92060@CY4PR09MB1221.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Muriel,
I just recently purchased the latest 2 sets of books in January from them. I have
Ms. Edith Smith's email that I'd be glad to share with you, and anyone else
interested, via direct email.
Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
carl.smith at countylibrary.org<mailto:carl.smith at countylibrary.org>
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
[facebook]<http://www.facebook.com/mcmlsTX>
[twitter] <http://twitter.com/mcmls>
[pinterest] <http://www.pinterest.com/mcmlstx/>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Muriel Jackson
Sent: Saturday, April 15, 2017 3:06 PM

To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists' <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Cc: Muriel M. Jackson <jacksonm at bibblib.org>
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
April 15, 2017
Hi Guys,
I need to locate the authors of the books "No Land...Only Slaves: A Different Look
at Deeds" I stumbled across this set two years ago and have not been able to
track down the authors to determine if they have any additional copies for sale. I
have Edith Smith and Vivan Lehman in Balch Springs, Texas.
Muriel
*****************************************
Muriel M. Jackson, BBA, MLIS, SLIS
Head- Genealogical & Historical Room/Middle Georgia Archives
Washington Memorial Library
Middle Georgia Regional Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA
31201
jacksonm at bibblib.org<mailto:jacksonm at bibblib.org>
(478) 744-0820 Phone
(478) 744-0893 Fax
[mgrl-pantone-fullcolor.jpg]
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From quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us Thu Apr 20 10:14:53 2017
From: quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us (Quientell Walker)
Date: Thu, 20 Apr 2017 10:14:53 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
Message-ID: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0F4E@pclexch.PCL.local>
Thank you everyone for the suggestions!
Quientell Walker
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Pickens County Library System
304 Biltmore Road
Easley, SC 29640
864.850.7077 ext. 102 / Fax 864.850.7091
quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us<mailto:quientellw at pickens.lib.sc.us>
www.pickens.lib.sc.us<http://www.pickens.lib.sc.us>
"This institution is an equal opportunity provider and employer."
If you wish to file a Civil Rights program complaint of discrimination, complete
the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, found online at
http://www.ascr.usda.gov/complaint_filing_cust.html, or at any USDA office, or call
(866) 632-9992 to request the form. You may also write a letter containing all of
the information requested in the form. Send your completed complaint form or
letter to us by mail at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Director, Office of
Adjudication, 1400 Independence Avenue, S.W.,Washington, D.C. 20250-9410, by fax
(202) 690-7442 or email at program.intake at usda.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170420/
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From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Apr 20 17:39:49 2017
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 20 Apr 2017 17:39:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Hello to all;
Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early 1900s?
I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ. City directories
for the time frame are not very complete for the time frame I want.

If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you exactly what
I'm looking for.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170420/
eb1cf921/attachment.html>
From cygne1 at comcast.net Thu Apr 20 17:56:12 2017
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Thu, 20 Apr 2017 17:56:12 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <000c01d2ba20$ede2f6c0$c9a8e440$@comcast.net>
Hi Kim:
I just happened to catch your question and remembered a book we have in our
library called:
<http://catalog.irclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.1&po
s=1> Photographers : a sourcebook for historical research : featuring
Richard Rudisill's Directories of photographers: an annotated bibliography

<http://catalog.irclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.1&po
s=5> Directory of photographers in the United States 1888 & 1889 and Canada
1889 by Diane Gagel

<http://catalog.irclibrary.org/polaris/search/title.aspx?ctx=1.1033.0.0.1&po
s=7> American photographers : an illustrated who's who among leading
contemporary Americans

There are also many books that have been published by state. Check
worldcat.org

If you send a request to genealogy at irclibrary.org
<mailto:genealogy at irclibrary.org> perhaps someone can look it up for you.

Good luck.

Pam

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kim Dolce
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 5:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?

Hello to all;

Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early
1900s? I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ.
City directories for the time frame are not very complete for the time frame
I want.

If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you exactly
what I'm looking for.

Thanks in advance,

Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315

kdolce at volusia.org <mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170420/
f931c46a/attachment.html>
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Thu Apr 20 21:30:12 2017
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 01:30:12 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>,
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID:
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
In Wisconsin, a directory by city of names and dates was compiled from the
Wisconsin State Gazetteer and Business Directory, an R. L. Polk publication.
is surely something similar for New Jersey.

There

Mara B. Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
Hello to all;
Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early 1900s?
I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ. City directories
for the time frame are not very complete for the time frame I want.
If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you exactly what
I'm looking for.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/3138c7b8/
attachment.html>
From cas.search at gmail.com Thu Apr 20 23:34:38 2017
From: cas.search at gmail.com (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Thu, 20 Apr 2017 23:34:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
Kim,
Photographers often advertised in newspapers to attract customers. Even
itinerant photogs advertised. You might try searching the various newspaper
databases ...
Charlotte
?=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
historian / genealogist
digging into local & family history
=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
On Thu, Apr 20, 2017 at 5:39 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
> Hello to all;
>
> Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early
> 1900s? I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ.
> City directories for the time frame are not very complete for the time
> frame I want.
>
> If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you
> exactly what I'm looking for.
>
> Thanks in advance,
>
> Kim
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315 <(386)%20257-6036>
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170420/
b888d656/attachment.html>
From reservationfor5 at gmail.com Fri Apr 21 08:45:50 2017
From: reservationfor5 at gmail.com (Nicole Wedemeyer Miller)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 07:45:50 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
Kim,
The NYPL has started a database of information about photographers from the
past, called Photographers' Identity Catalog or PIC: http://pic.nypl.org/
Regards,
Nicole Wedemeyer Miller,
University of Illinois iSchool
On Thu, Apr 20, 2017 at 4:39 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello to all;
Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early
1900s? I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ.
City directories for the time frame are not very complete for the time
frame I want.
If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you
exactly what I'm looking for.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315 <(386)%20257-6036>
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Nicole Wedemeyer Miller is the co-author of Libraries Unlimited's
bestselling *Fostering Family History Services: A Guide for Librarians,

Archivists, and Volunteers.*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/2b626ead/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Apr 21 09:04:48 2017
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 09:04:48 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVxSrA0fc7ACHoXA4ObD+sPNcNyWNZWEDPh7x5RsBY0MQ@mail.gmail.com>
People in Buffalo, NY have such a thing: the whole article appeared in In
Depth Genealogist online magazine "Recently the President of the Western New York Genealogical Society asked
their Facebook friends to mention any projects that they are working on.
Did she ever get a lot of them! Pretty much in order of response I would
like to mention a few of these.

Janice Jezewski Rossi has a project that attempts to document the
photographers who worked in Buffalo NY from 1839-1940. This by its nature
involves a lot of genealogy work. She writes that she has been working on
this project for almost 30 years. So what does this involve? The name of
the photographer, birth, and death dates, family names and a short
biography. It also mentions when he was in business and where that business
was located. Why is this important to genealogy searchers? As she
explained, she can tell you where a photographer was at a specific address.
That may narrow down the dates for a picture to just a few years"
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
Digital Public Library of America
Community Representative
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/4691a15b/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Apr 21 09:58:14 2017
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 09:58:14 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To:
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>

<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>,
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <58F9D7B6020000AA0007F0D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Thanks! Someone has compiled a list and I was able to get it from another Genea-Lib
person. I have it narrowed down to a 13 yr period when the photographer was at this
particular address.
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org> 4/20/2017 9:30 PM >>>
In Wisconsin, a directory by city of names and dates was compiled from the
Wisconsin State Gazetteer and Business Directory, an R. L. Polk publication.
is surely something similar for New Jersey.

There

Mara B. Munroe
Oshkosh Public Library
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 4:39 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
Hello to all;
Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early 1900s?
I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ. City directories
for the time frame are not very complete for the time frame I want.
If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you exactly what
I'm looking for.
Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/
ea2ae93f/attachment.html>
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Apr 21 14:38:30 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 18:38:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Side note: found a female professional photographer in Clarksburg, WV in 1867.
Pretty unusual.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov<mailto:Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlotte Sellers
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 11:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
Kim,
Photographers often advertised in newspapers to attract customers. Even itinerant
photogs advertised. You might try searching the various newspaper databases ...
Charlotte
?=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
historian / genealogist
digging into local & family history
=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
On Thu, Apr 20, 2017 at 5:39 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at
volusia.org>> wrote:
Hello to all;
Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or early 1900s?
I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio from NJ. City directories
for the time frame are not very complete for the time frame I want.
If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you exactly what
I'm looking for.

Thanks in advance,
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315<tel:(386)%20257-6036>
kdolce at volusia.org<mailto:kdolce at volusia.org>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/
f9fe2cea/attachment-0001.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Fri Apr 21 14:53:24 2017
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Fri, 21 Apr 2017 14:53:24 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To:
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <58FA1CE4020000AA0007F241@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
That's very interesting! She was ahead of her time, for sure!
Kim
Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Scouras, Susan C" <Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov> 4/21/2017 2:38 PM >>>
Side note: found a female professional photographer in Clarksburg, WV
in 1867. Pretty unusual.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center

1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Charlotte
Sellers
Sent: Thursday, April 20, 2017 11:35 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
Kim,

Photographers often advertised in newspapers to attract customers. Even
itinerant photogs advertised. You might try searching the various
newspaper databases ...

Charlotte

?=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County, Indiana
historian / genealogist
digging into local & family history
=+==+==+==+==+==+==+==+=

On Thu, Apr 20, 2017 at 5:39 PM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
Hello to all;

Does anyone have a directory of photographers for the late 1800s or
early 1900s? I'm trying to track down a particular photography studio
from NJ. City directories for the time frame are not very complete for
the time frame I want.

If you have a directory, and can let me know off-list, I'll tell you
exactly what I'm looking for.

Thanks in advance,

Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
( tel:(386)%20257-6036)
kdolce at volusia.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170421/9180d8d6/
attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Sat Apr 22 08:53:27 2017
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Sat, 22 Apr 2017 12:53:27 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC: April 2017
In-Reply-To: <CAE9rp+2YvRS8F_5wGMPgZjWJ4PBK5pHhYASnjO9nnsaBKjHD1w@mail.gmail.com>
References:
<1127566373644.1120500433151.1857715158.0.450846JL.2002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F23C@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<CAE9rp+2YvRS8F_5wGMPgZjWJ4PBK5pHhYASnjO9nnsaBKjHD1w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F7C2@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>

EXPLORE RELIC
April 2017 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC)
Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming

free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/relic<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3lCOE6UjqgrSN1EkUR6SmFNoZ9I8gkIB9lRmPgWHm7aGSNZaUwLtdU8mCo94qbuHMkxhJzBemMN0mvIknIGL
Q56Kq6VOJEDHwYVtkLm2m2O531gXziRMrtUQKBST2nvH0nghp0owAcKJ5sn3YF0e&c=208mzcCXVK514Fbm
gVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
deeds.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6Ujqs0bBDUBFrxXgIz4EvG6gsIjybQQX7m90xXx2N-JCDFo-RSGlFjf3E3vRULqwP6OiiFdwms_Q0eOlfs9ZVz5ZfxTxaf4nIqQPcVCPxWKCXSqvff7H85JLfDdjpNAMzDEe_1xGQ10JR9rH7aytIKafqGNiCEkc5tDY058FmyEWn0o9Gxo0xvLl_5x7LFpRH_NP-s9jLrc8vUnw4XX1SpF_LBlQPL1URZHKdpB5BzZC5J549OdqDAQCttWZRCzOG0qChb6BrX_0rJ_eRRROWfy10ob21Qh3xyCokdA2QewbZuUR-Gd1rzU1_B6uus8foqUJtA3gcE4BBdiApUxeclmb5SiGFGarWB3ZduxUPYKiiEKUp-N0lU-MKJf8wxfUM96863rRcq8asxak67vpW4VFPy1aLzGknER7hvAMFQyIQIEF6qplcjIqxUkLuHuBvdhSogzhXOPSEt4Aw8XTaKR8yWXP8vx9m4Uqb8v4
4l96RbAK0Rjpnbo09778slRzWhOUozN2SLGZ1pGYPH-IOakzIbnhA==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
USING U.S. LAND RECORDS TO SOLVE FAMILY HISTORY PUZZLES<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6Ujqs0bBDUBFrxXgIz4EvG6gsIjybQQX7m90xXx2N-JCDFo-RSGlFjf3E3vRULqwP6OiiFdwms_Q0eOlfs9ZVz5ZfxTxaf4nIqQPcVCPxWKCXSqvff7H85JLfDdjpNAMzDEe_1xGQ10JR9rH7aytIKafqGNiCEkc5tDY058FmyEWn0o9Gxo0xvLl_5x7LFpRH_NP-s9jLrc8vUnw4XX1SpF_LBlQPL1URZHKdpB5BzZC5J549OdqDAQCttWZRCzOG0qChb6BrX_0rJ_eRRROWfy10ob21Qh3xyCokdA2QewbZuUR-Gd1rzU1_B6uus8foqUJtA3gcE4BBdiApUxeclmb5SiGFGarWB3ZduxUPYKiiEKUp-N0lU-MKJf8wxfUM96863rRcq8asxak67vpW4VFPy1aLzGknER7hvAMFQyIQIEF6qplcjIqxUkLuHuBvdhSogzhXOPSEt4Aw8XTaKR8yWXP8vx9m4Uqb8v4
4l96RbAK0Rjpnbo09778slRzWhOUozN2SLGZ1pGYPH-IOakzIbnhA==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
Tuesday, April 25, 2017, 7:00 p.m.<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6Ujqs0bBDUBFrxXgIz4EvG6gsIjybQQX7m90xXx2N-JCDFo-RSGlFjf3E3vRULqwP6OiiFdwms_Q0eOlfs9ZVz5ZfxTxaf4nIqQPcVCPxWKCXSqvff7H85JLfDdjpNAMzDEe_1xGQ10JR9rH7aytIKafqGNiCEkc5tDY058FmyEWn0o9Gxo0xvLl_5x7LFpRH_NP-s9jLrc8vUnw4XX1SpF_LBlQPL1URZHKdpB5BzZC5J549OdqDAQCttWZRCzOG0qChb6BrX_0rJ_eRRROWfy10ob21Qh3xyCokdA2QewbZuUR-Gd1rzU1_B6uus8foqUJtA3gcE4BBdiApUxeclmb5SiGFGarWB3ZduxUPYKiiEKUp-N0lU-MKJf8wxfUM96863rRcq8asxak67vpW4VFPy1aLzGknER7hvAMFQyIQIEF6qplcjIqxUkLuHuBvdhSogzhXOPSEt4Aw8XTaKR8yWXP8vx9m4Uqb8v4
4l96RbAK0Rjpnbo09778slRzWhOUozN2SLGZ1pGYPH-IOakzIbnhA==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
Land records contain a wealth of genealogical, historical and legal information.
Depending upon the type and time period, they may offer new insights about your
ancestors and family history. In addition to providing location and date of

settlement, records may attest to one's age, place of birth, citizenship, military
service, literacy, and economic status. RELIC's Darlene Hunter will provide
examples of various land records and explain how to locate them.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/
insider.png]

RESEARCHING PRINCE WILLIAM'S EARLIEST HISTORY
Europeans first visited Prince William County in 1608: John Smith explored the
Potomac River a year after Jamestown was settled. English settlers came to stay in
1650s, taking out large land grants along the Potomac River. Fairfax Harrison
named the earliest settlers and their grants, and described what happened during
the Susquehannock war and Bacon's Rebellion, but there is still much to be written
about Prince William during the seventeenth century.
Prince William County was not established until 1731. During the previous century,
this region was part of earlier jurisdictions: 1645-1653: Northumberland County.
1653-1666: Westmoreland County. 1666-1731: Stafford County. Surviving records
from those courthouses are necessary to understand local events.
Here are a few works that may be useful for research in that time:
Fairfax Harrison, Landmarks of Old Prince William: a study of origins in Northern
Virginia.
(Richmond, 1924; reprinted by the Prince William County Historical
Commission in 1987) 724 pp, ill., maps.
Nell Marion Nugent, Cavaliers and Pioneers: Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and
Grants, v. 1, 1623-1666 (Richmond: Dietz Press, 1934; repr. Virginia State Library
and Archives, 1992); v. 2, 1666-1695 (Richmond: Virginia State Library, 1977).
Indexes people, including headrights, and geographic names.
About the Virginia Land Office Patents and Grants/Northern Neck Grant and Surveys.
http://www.lva.virginia.gov/public/guides/opac/lonnabout.htm
Includes images of
Virginia land grants.
William Waller Hening, The Statutes at Large: being a collection of all the laws of
Virginia ? [1619-1792] 13 v. (1819-23, repr. University Press of Virginia, 1969).
Stephen R. Potter, Commoners, Tribute and Chiefs: The Development of Algonquian
Culture in the Potomac Valley. (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1993) A useful synthesis of what is known about Native American settlements in
this region.
William Fitzhugh and His Chesapeake World, 1676-1701: the Fitzhugh letters and

other documents, edited by Richard Beale Davis (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North
Carolina Press, 1963) Documents of an important figure in northern Virginia.
Bacon?s Rebellion: Abstracts of Materials in the Colonial Records Project, compiled
by John Davenport Neville. (The Jamestown Foundation, n.d.) Many other documents
discovered in Great Britain relating to this time period can be found at About the
Virginia Colonial Records Project.
http://www.lva.virginia.gov/public/guides/opac/vcrpabout.htm
RELIC staff stand ready and willing to help you with your Virginia historical
research, regardless of the time period.

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
nextmonth.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6UjquX4V_eksETmxr0i4_aXayI3ccwN8Adepnp0t9-tkOojcwshg2bQE49JqZkuZUl1Wt6M96yAhz81BeuVUnqXrPubRS6pj0bjnyXlz9FJWoHtKUwKtNqPwxMSqqg3qrxVzjbDpZzIi5WlF8Z-B0Xt-aIGF7KxM0JMagFgg65iENVoqEnIzWH0ejIiVgrr6A==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>

GENEALOGY 201: BEYOND THE BASICS
RELIC Librarian Tish Como demonstrates how to locate records and resources that
will add interest and detail to your family tree, while emphasizing the importance
of developing good research habits, critically evaluating records and findings and
using advanced search techniques for better results.
Tuesday, May 2, 7:00 p.m. (repeat of the March 3 program)
GENEALOGY ROUNDTABLE
Come and discuss the challenges of your family research in a group environment, and
get tips for new approaches. Moderated by RELIC's Don Wilson.
Friday May 11, 2017, 11:00 a.m. Repeats Tuesday May 23, 2017, 7:00 p.m

[http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/dec2016/
reliclogo.png]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6UjquX4V_eksETmxr0i4_aXayI3ccwN8Adepnp0t9-tkOojcwshg2bQE49JqZkuZUl1Wt6M96yAhz81BeuVUnqXrPubRS6pj0bjnyXlz9FJWoHtKUwKtNqPwxMSqqg3qrxVzjbDpZzIi5WlF8Z-B0Xt-aIGF7KxM0JMagFgg65iENVoqEnIzWH0ejIiVgrr6A==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>

To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3lCOE6UjqjNHTKk0eGKYeeUdGsOoaRot5qVaRC5BlevLKXxDeXZq9JR59giv3pYT9RNfJ_bhP9leEJjpA9M3
yXk6uITlrHWVAk5crbSz9n_GfZqQgriRJuZvua56VLkwYnHNWtkv4cQdOFxvJD5enFb2Vn6YOCo_fORH0esdpHL2SVnJhlWLBUEkVuzviMdXYnFgfd0og==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-7924540<tel:(703)%20792-4540> or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>.
You may also register online at RELIC Programs<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3lCOE6Ujqmmi8SingjLa5mDjDNJVnLJM908D3arWKeJCxdHNMXg21KTTdvBNvgTte4JZmnB5ILkt_qLUQDDk
G8XLh7q5NzGAWQ_pqHdoVB8YBBfj0nShkiHzWSCQ6EM7xq6nNCzKCItj-0jNw1GlNHWwwMIaqtXxwz0s0xXcI8qlPblc0lrrIQNCpTylCeApEsbfWCYjw==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==> by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is
provided by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library
programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS
newsletter<http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/manage/optin?v=001YnEr2tp_8MocsVWgrYD4wElgrjOevRKtHQIzFVr2mL8jwNTGUVexrk1OGaDXJog6MAHjYWUEEdliRdsyxdhda66
wqtziUtfP_a6ucZf0kYbYjcU9i5QMDIKxOEluFt0lWDzpY1n6GD2O_KxNRFumT9hQudivErhO8BrVRY7YzzPchWBV_rlExCh7DkhbwsyPwHY0O
kBvihONJrFcPP8xaU-qYt1jO0>.

librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at pwcgov.org> or
703.792.8150<tel:(703)%20792-8150>
questions and comments are always welcomed

[Like us on Facebook]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3lCOE6UjquqTABwimDKU_EvT9h4k8UlertYznZ-yxRS8IQslBTbbdFFSOFUgKXNSwXMR1t5TZ9sdrsEKturbPCJ5TcBrFKHX1zdMyJgWV3lNG6l7xSD5aBTykyfSR
G9HkDl7Y_1aGPF9bJulw3e9rLMhwuchNhsyvUEVWae_Q==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
[Follow us on Twitter]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6UjquqTABwimDKUoWjbOjoCAzmQraoGFXoLKfatmfg1etULdntYBXjvJU6Rug9vw44kz0Xif9svjwuiK05hbRLnTYwAEgpqsSOxuxaxpADcF4pQUYsq_5dtWoruJyBQz8hTEiBSWKKsfx&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmp
uAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
[View on Instagram]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3-lCOE6Ujqmmi8SingjLa--

uifm40EYJYvgEZMji7MTHyggTXQxljjqglY_WCFnpFzDuPbfn7ldvGSzTq2_tpFJj4B3_ndT_qejEMIDZMNNnKRsTrbC8hzomac2Xx1OZbb
jvUar0jg==&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>
[Find us on Pinterest]<http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?
f=001x8ERkI0lq9jRib9cOXVTm7U10avxHoCKrH34EBcWL-X3lCOE6UjquqTABwimDKUVwo3_5_RGiFJr7RiYAnGHDUCZEpwm9ee45EXfG_L8LagoUBDUr20fsfQAIV0uHdKWSCT3VDQjW1RtPDK6CcZC_tgblSEU1aNS_3zMa7seGAd0P_51QkzvUntjVQsU3&c=208mzcCXVK514FbmgVKjmpuAwsKgNDhwaZuFPvP_zoo34V5WSIimA==&ch=DTDquzoa2xf523G3mzWetC7Od2DyYSxi2WzJAmEFnt4tJd8oQ8tJQ==>

Prince William Public Library System, 13083 Chinn Park Drive, Prince William, VA
22192
SafeUnsubscribe? dlwilson at pwcgov.org<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?
p=un&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afced4ae5292c36f&ca=2d04b3d7-c6d1-415a-977e-2af87d110807>
Forward this email<http://ui.constantcontact.com/sa/fwtf.jsp?
llr=4hqpqrtab&m=1120500433151&ea=dlwilson%40pwcgov.org&a=1127566373644> | Update
Profile<https://visitor.constantcontact.com/do?p=oo&m=001HFFaAVF2hpSlWJPK5ovIUg%3D
%3D&ch=6b747c40-064e-11e5-afce-d4ae5292c36f&ca=2d04b3d7-c6d1-415a-977e2af87d110807> | About our service
provider<http://www.constantcontact.com/legal/service-provider?cc=about-serviceprovider>
Sent by librarycommunications at pwcgov.org<mailto:librarycommunications at
pwcgov.org> in collaboration with
[Constant Contact]<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=PT_12041>
Try it free today<http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=PT_12041>

-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170422/
ca38d397/attachment.html>
From swixom2 at gmail.com Sat Apr 22 16:46:47 2017
From: swixom2 at gmail.com (Sharen Wixom)
Date: Sat, 22 Apr 2017 16:46:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage, Part 4
In-Reply-To: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
Hello,
If Pensioners of Revolutionary War struck off the roll is still available,
I would love to add it to our collection for postage.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA

31401

912-652-3697

On Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 10:14 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

If you?re interested in any of these titles please contact me directly at
the address below:

Pennsylvania Genealogies; Scotch-Irish and German
Egle
1886
Good
Pennsylvania in 1800: a computerized index to the 1800 federal population
schedulesof the state of pennsylvania
Stemmons
1972
Good

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Pennsyvania: Genealogies Chiefly Scotch-Irish and German
Egle
1969
Good
Pensioners of Revolutionary War struck off the roll.
GPC
1968
Good
Pioneer history of Greene County, Pennsylvania
Evans
1969 reprint
Good
Quaker Arrivals at Philadelphia 1682-1750 being a list of certificates of
removal received at?
Myers
None
Good
Reformed Church at Machackemack (Deerpark) Orange County, New York
Worden
1988
Fair
Rejected or suspended applications for Revolutionary War pensions : with
an added index to States.
GPC
1969
Good
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania : vital records, genealogical and
historical miscellany, v.1
Rice and Dellock
1989
Good

>
> [image: Back to results]
> <http://encore.wtcpl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Rb1181788__St:%28schuylkill
%20county%20pennsylvania%20vital%20records%29%20c:7__Orightresult__U__X4?
lang=eng&suite=cobalt#resultRecord-b1181788>
>
> Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania : vital records, genealogical and
> historical miscellany, v.2
>
> Rice and Dellock
>
> N/A
>
> Good
>
> Settlers of Rensselaerswyck, 1630-1658 / edited by A.J.F. Van Laer
>
> Van Laer
>
> N/A
>
> Good
>
> Springfield Township Cemetery and Death Records Mahoning County, Ohio
>
> Simon
>
> 1995
>
> Good
>
> Tax lists of Washington County, Pennsylvania : 1784-85 and 1793
>
> N/A
>
> 1955
>
> Poor
>
> Tenmile country and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the
> Upper Monongahela Valley.
>
> Leckey
>
> N/A
>
> Good
>
> Tenmile county and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the
> Upper Monongahela Valley, v.2
>
> Leckey
>
> N/A
>
> Good
>
> Tenmile county and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the
> Upper Monongahela Valley, v.7
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Leckey
N/A
Good
The early settlers of Maryland : an index to names of immigrants compiled
from records of land patents, 1633-1680?
Skordas
1968
Good
The genesis of Mifflin County, Pennsylvania : its aborigines, explorers,
early settlement and development, Indian wars and the revolution, and
formation as a county
Stroup/Bell
1939
Good
The pension list of 1820 : (U.S. War Department) / reprinted with an index
Clark
2000
Good
Thomas Graves : 1645 settler of Hartford, Connecticut and Hatfield,
Massachusetts and his descendants
Graves
1985
Good
Tombstone inscriptions & family records of Jefferson County, Ohio / Esther
Weygandt Powell.
Powell
1968
Good
Trunbull County Annual 1929
TCPS
1929
Poor

>
> Ulster County, N.Y. probate records in the office of the surrogate, and in
> the county clerk's office at Kingston, N.Y., v.1
>
> Anjou
>
> Reprint 1992
>
> Good
>
> Virginia Tax Payers 1782-87 Other Than Those Published by the United
> States Census Bureua
>
> Fothergill
>
> 1966
>
> Good
>
> Virginia Tax Payers 1782-87 Other Than Those Published by the United
> States Census Bureua Vol 1
>
> GPC
>
> 1888
>
> Good
>
>
>
>
>
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>
>
>
>
> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
> Ext.120 <%28330%29%20399-8807>*
>
> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170422/
d1bd3327/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image004.png
Type: image/png
Size: 261 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170422/
d1bd3327/attachment-0002.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170422/
d1bd3327/attachment-0003.png>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Sun Apr 23 13:51:58 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Sun, 23 Apr 2017 17:51:58 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Hi everyone,
I am hoping someone will be able to help me with a question that came up today. A
lady asked if Rootsmagic and Ancestry were going to work together. She thought she
had heard or read something about it. What she really wants is to be able to save
her family tree information that she has on Ancestry (in one humongous tree) to a
CD or even print it out. I am assuming that what she thought would happen is that
she could use Rootsmagic via Ancestry to do this or vice versa. I?m no expert on
Ancestry or Rootsmagic so I had no clue. Hopefully one or more of you will be able
to help me to help her. In the meantime, I will do some research on the subject
myself. I?m always up for on-the-job education! ?
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170423/
c0ea666a/attachment.html>
From astaley at comcast.net Sun Apr 23 14:02:46 2017
From: astaley at comcast.net (AStaley)
Date: Sun, 23 Apr 2017 14:02:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
See: http://www.rootsmagic.com/ancestry/
AnnS

On 4/23/2017 1:51 PM, Janice Kistler wrote:
>
> Hi everyone,
>
> I am hoping someone will be able to help me with a question that came
> up today. A lady asked if Rootsmagic and Ancestry were going to work
> together. She thought she had heard or read something about it. What
> she really wants is to be able to save her family tree information
> that she has on Ancestry (in one humongous tree) to a CD or even print
> it out. I am assuming that what she thought would happen is that she
> could use Rootsmagic via Ancestry to do this or vice versa. I?m no
> expert on Ancestry or Rootsmagic so I had no clue. Hopefully one or
> more of you will be able to help me to help her. In the meantime, I
> will do some research on the subject myself. I?m always up for
> on-the-job education! J
>
> Janice Kistler
>
> Genealogy Librarian
>
> Morgan County Public Library
>
> 110 S Jefferson St
>
> Martinsville, IN 46151
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170423/3e3f4fea/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Sun Apr 23 15:28:40 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Sun, 23 Apr 2017 19:28:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691D35@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Thank you so much!

I don?t think I need any other responses, this one was perfect.

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Martinsville, IN
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of AStaley
Sent: Sunday, April 23, 2017 2:03 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
See: http://www.rootsmagic.com/ancestry/
AnnS
On 4/23/2017 1:51 PM, Janice Kistler wrote:
Hi everyone,
I am hoping someone will be able to help me with a question that came up today. A
lady asked if Rootsmagic and Ancestry were going to work together. She thought she
had heard or read something about it. What she really wants is to be able to save
her family tree information that she has on Ancestry (in one humongous tree) to a
CD or even print it out. I am assuming that what she thought would happen is that
she could use Rootsmagic via Ancestry to do this or vice versa. I?m no expert on
Ancestry or Rootsmagic so I had no clue. Hopefully one or more of you will be able
to help me to help her. In the meantime, I will do some research on the subject
myself. I?m always up for on-the-job education! ?
Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
110 S Jefferson St
Martinsville, IN 46151

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170423/25977b2a/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Mon Apr 24 12:22:39 2017
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 16:22:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage, Part 4
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <10a5183ba7204fbf9bd42e3be606a5c6@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
I regret that all of the titles have been claimed.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sharen Wixom
Sent: Saturday, April 22, 2017 4:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Yours for Postage, Part 4
Hello,
If Pensioners of Revolutionary War struck off the roll is still available, I would
love to add it to our collection for postage.
Thank you.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
Live Oak Public Libraries
2002 Bull Street
Savannah, GA 31401
912-652-3697

On Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 10:14 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at
wtcpl.org<mailto:GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>> wrote:
If you?re interested in any of these titles please contact me directly at the
address below:
Pennsylvania Genealogies; Scotch-Irish and German
Egle
1886
Good
Pennsylvania in 1800: a computerized index to the 1800 federal population
schedulesof the state of pennsylvania
Stemmons
1972
Good
Pennsyvania: Genealogies Chiefly Scotch-Irish and German
Egle
1969
Good
Pensioners of Revolutionary War struck off the roll.
GPC

1968
Good
Pioneer history of Greene County, Pennsylvania
Evans
1969 reprint
Good
Quaker Arrivals at Philadelphia 1682-1750 being a list of certificates of removal
received at?
Myers
None
Good
Reformed Church at Machackemack (Deerpark) Orange County, New York
Worden
1988
Fair
Rejected or suspended applications for Revolutionary War pensions : with an added
index to States.
GPC
1969
Good
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania : vital records, genealogical and historical
miscellany, v.1
Rice and Dellock
1989
Good
<http://encore.wtcpl.org/iii/encore/search/C__Rb1181788__St:%28schuylkill%20county
%20pennsylvania%20vital%20records%29%20c:7__Orightresult__U__X4?
lang=eng&suite=cobalt#resultRecord-b1181788>
Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania : vital records, genealogical and historical
miscellany, v.2
Rice and Dellock
N/A

Good
Settlers of Rensselaerswyck, 1630-1658 / edited by A.J.F. Van Laer
Van Laer
N/A
Good
Springfield Township Cemetery and Death Records Mahoning County, Ohio
Simon
1995
Good
Tax lists of Washington County, Pennsylvania : 1784-85 and 1793
N/A
1955
Poor
Tenmile country and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the Upper
Monongahela Valley.
Leckey
N/A
Good
Tenmile county and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the Upper
Monongahela Valley, v.2
Leckey
N/A
Good
Tenmile county and its pioneer families : a genealogical history of the Upper
Monongahela Valley, v.7
Leckey
N/A
Good
The early settlers of Maryland : an index to names of immigrants compiled from
records of land patents, 1633-1680?
Skordas
1968

Good
The genesis of Mifflin County, Pennsylvania : its aborigines, explorers, early
settlement and development, Indian wars and the revolution, and formation as a
county
Stroup/Bell
1939
Good
The pension list of 1820 : (U.S. War Department) / reprinted with an index
Clark
2000
Good
Thomas Graves : 1645 settler of Hartford, Connecticut and Hatfield, Massachusetts
and his descendants
Graves
1985
Good
Tombstone inscriptions & family records of Jefferson County, Ohio / Esther Weygandt
Powell.
Powell
1968
Good
Trunbull County Annual 1929
TCPS
1929
Poor
Ulster County, N.Y. probate records in the office of the surrogate, and in the
county clerk's office at Kingston, N.Y., v.1
Anjou
Reprint 1992
Good
Virginia Tax Payers 1782-87 Other Than Those Published by the United States Census
Bureua

Fothergill
1966
Good
Virginia Tax Payers 1782-87 Other Than Those Published by the United States Census
Bureua Vol 1
GPC
1888
Good

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120<tel:%28330%29%20399-8807>
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170424/
dd37dd5d/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170424/
dd37dd5d/attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 261 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170424/
dd37dd5d/attachment-0001.png>
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Tue Apr 25 10:40:58 2017
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)

Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:40:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-pYH6bH9ed9qM1Cv56e_465QMPAQBcytNVfLoj6qDbHg@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more books to
trade. Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your
mailing address in your email so that we can make your mailing label.
There's an Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope
everyone will be able to open it.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
check mark indicating that the book is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170425/0c845cb1/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 APR 18 Bks 2 trade.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 21873 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170425/0c845cb1/
attachment-0001.xlsx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 2017 APR 18 Bks 2 trade.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 245263 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170425/0c845cb1/
attachment-0001.pdf>
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:33 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>

References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
Message-ID: <E25EE26C-DF8C-4FD0-A12E-22ECC6F5310F@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:03 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVxSrA0fc7ACHoXA4ObD+sPNcNyWNZWEDPh7x5RsBY0MQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhVxSrA0fc7ACHoXA4ObD+sPNcNyWNZWEDPh7x5RsBY0MQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <9CBBC41F-B273-4A70-AFA7-958C40481FC7@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:30 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <005501d2b6e3$e5fe5ed0$b1fb1c70$@swbell.net>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<005501d2b6e3$e5fe5ed0$b1fb1c70$@swbell.net>
Message-ID: <2BF67EC0-F42C-4228-9DA0-5066705FC00D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:30 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <b5377086-ef0c-ab28-4690-eb9eaab3b007@cavtel.net>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<b5377086-ef0c-ab28-4690-eb9eaab3b007@cavtel.net>
Message-ID: <DCD236E8-F19D-42A0-9853-121A62F6C436@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.

From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:32 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:32 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To:
<CY4PR09MB1221C88A3EF435F7C0ED271C92060@CY4PR09MB1221.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<CY4PR09MB1221C88A3EF435F7C0ED271C92060@CY4PR09MB1221.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <BDE8D9DE-ACAC-4196-A44A-215789765F29@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:30 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <CAAHy0NoDt9=8RCvXTVyf-PGzOWueWcoC-usC63=wQgOsZZ8WPw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<2869965968298492346@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NoDt9=8RCvXTVyf-PGzOWueWcoC-usC63=wQgOsZZ8WPw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <244BE7A8-C1E2-42E4-8F4D-6CFE943AC94D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:30 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:30 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
Message-ID: <5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:43:35 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:43:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>

<d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <346354D1-9162-4D10-98F9-2BF5E1174AAB@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:09 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
In-Reply-To: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0F4E@pclexch.PCL.local>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0F4E@pclexch.PCL.local>
Message-ID: <19ED470F-7423-4EE6-A5B8-24D2E900F3D4@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:43:35 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:43:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <849DAC31-DEF1-446E-A553-7C463801D773@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:03 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:03 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F9D7B6020000AA0007F0D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
<58F9D7B6020000AA0007F0D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5CFDCA4F-A8C0-4A57-BA48-22FBBAC02829@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.

From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 11:08:09 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 11:08:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To:
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <02271576-B6CC-4178-84BD-D130621CC354@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 11:08:09 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 11:08:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58FA1CE4020000AA0007F241@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<58FA1CE4020000AA0007F241@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <0E9CDB31-D416-4AB2-89AB-B13806FCD1FF@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 11:08:11 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 11:08:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage, Part 4
In-Reply-To: <CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <98BBCA2A-8B25-48FB-BCF7-BDA33FB02928@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.

From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:06 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:06 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <000c01d2ba20$ede2f6c0$c9a8e440$@comcast.net>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<000c01d2ba20$ede2f6c0$c9a8e440$@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <3A585ACF-C112-4390-A292-13FA5BD5272C@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:06 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:06 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <3F081CAB-F229-4131-A89B-C78EC6F7C6F9@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:07 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:07 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <2BC9647E-C28D-472E-980A-1A068BA98620@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:06 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:06 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?

In-Reply-To:
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <4A92F881-5202-486C-9E6B-3D14629A42CA@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:43:35 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:43:35 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691D35@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691D35@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <7C5FC9C8-3F1E-4448-AED7-C01D96EF5897@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:33 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Re: Author Help
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <FA4C22F4-67D8-47EC-907A-CF1B30DDD8A3@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 17 11:47:33 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 17 Apr 2017 11:47:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Re: Author Help
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR18MB0685933F6A85BF422DB9D1DFA2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>

References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
<SN1PR18MB0685933F6A85BF422DB9D1DFA2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <275641A6-823C-4281-B904-92CF29D87BF1@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 09:18:09 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 09:18:09 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <EDDB1F99-FBCC-4E4E-A970-E7BE0F759F33@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 11:08:11 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 11:08:11 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Explore RELIC: April 2017
In-Reply-To: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F7C2@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
References:
<1127566373644.1120500433151.1857715158.0.450846JL.2002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F23C@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<CAE9rp+2YvRS8F_5wGMPgZjWJ4PBK5pHhYASnjO9nnsaBKjHD1w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F7C2@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
Message-ID: <9657704F-C118-4037-A0EB-AB6F2B28550A@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov Tue Apr 25 11:10:21 2017
From: MargaretC at santarosa.fl.gov (Margaret Chatraw)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 15:10:21 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Book for trade
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB109896A122BB73DB6BD8AC41901E0@CY1PR09MB1098.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
We have a book for trade, preferably something related to Florida, Georgia,

Alabama, or South Carolina. The book is Evanston [Illinois] Township High School
District 202 Alumni Directory 1883-2004.
Margaret Chatraw
_____________________________________
Margaret Chatraw
Youth Services/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.READ | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries>
Help us improve our customer service with this short
survey<http://www.santarosa.fl.gov/customerservice>.
________________________________
Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications
to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records available to the public
and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on the county system will be
considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential
pursuant to State Law.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170425/5557f7e8/
attachment.html>
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Mon Apr 24 13:08:21 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Mon, 24 Apr 2017 13:08:21 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {SPAM?} Re: Yours for Postage, Part 4
In-Reply-To: <10a5183ba7204fbf9bd42e3be606a5c6@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
<10a5183ba7204fbf9bd42e3be606a5c6@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <B862114E-708B-4991-9FCF-552DC7A5DBCF@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:46 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <849DAC31-DEF1-446E-A553-7C463801D773@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<849DAC31-DEF1-446E-A553-7C463801D773@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <A3329834-017B-468C-A38F-9DE70458EBCB@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.

From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:46 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <244BE7A8-C1E2-42E4-8F4D-6CFE943AC94D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<2869965968298492346@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NoDt9=8RCvXTVyf-PGzOWueWcoC-usC63=wQgOsZZ8WPw@mail.gmail.com>
<244BE7A8-C1E2-42E4-8F4D-6CFE943AC94D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <8BA4944E-6AB0-41CD-A980-45EC534E1FA9@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:01 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:01 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <346354D1-9162-4D10-98F9-2BF5E1174AAB@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
<346354D1-9162-4D10-98F9-2BF5E1174AAB@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <BCC2B70D-1FB6-46A8-8701-6988E87F049C@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:52:45 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:52:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <E25EE26C-DF8C-4FD0-A12E-22ECC6F5310F@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<E25EE26C-DF8C-4FD0-A12E-22ECC6F5310F@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <EA558F1A-82F9-4E0A-BD93-62D787C03F29@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:51:46 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:51:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia Room books to trade
In-Reply-To: <CAA5Zxu-pYH6bH9ed9qM1Cv56e_465QMPAQBcytNVfLoj6qDbHg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAA5Zxu-pYH6bH9ed9qM1Cv56e_465QMPAQBcytNVfLoj6qDbHg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5A38D2E9-4D33-4943-BE63-A920C347E268@falmouth.lib.me.us>

Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:52:45 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:52:45 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <2BF67EC0-F42C-4228-9DA0-5066705FC00D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<005501d2b6e3$e5fe5ed0$b1fb1c70$@swbell.net>
<2BF67EC0-F42C-4228-9DA0-5066705FC00D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <1897AE37-25AC-4B7A-A0CF-3103F4BB90A3@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:00 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <DCD236E8-F19D-42A0-9853-121A62F6C436@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<b5377086-ef0c-ab28-4690-eb9eaab3b007@cavtel.net>
<DCD236E8-F19D-42A0-9853-121A62F6C436@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <27C8408F-D8BD-4AA5-B699-6B7E3BAE2200@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:00 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Author Help
In-Reply-To: <BDE8D9DE-ACAC-4196-A44A-215789765F29@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<CY4PR09MB1221C88A3EF435F7C0ED271C92060@CY4PR09MB1221.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<BDE8D9DE-ACAC-4196-A44A-215789765F29@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <699F3731-B682-47CB-B1A2-C8F707525E76@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.

From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:00 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
<5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:47 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Upgrading Family Tree Maker
In-Reply-To: <19ED470F-7423-4EE6-A5B8-24D2E900F3D4@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <7A8F833511CA874BBE08E24F7217451D01500CBF0F4E@pclexch.PCL.local>
<19ED470F-7423-4EE6-A5B8-24D2E900F3D4@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <AF9CA2EC-6349-4B94-B990-46FE8C839E62@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:54:02 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:54:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Yours for Postage, Part 4
In-Reply-To: <98BBCA2A-8B25-48FB-BCF7-BDA33FB02928@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <01275ddc7fe04e67960263ca5327572d@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CANue--V-ZQ=87TqDDJUH=WTkvM8hP7GktTQKtd2EF4s47FyT_w@mail.gmail.com>
<98BBCA2A-8B25-48FB-BCF7-BDA33FB02928@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <59624B49-7B27-4FD8-B1A9-5BE71A473FCD@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:47 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <5CFDCA4F-A8C0-4A57-BA48-22FBBAC02829@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>

<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
<58F9D7B6020000AA0007F0D5@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5CFDCA4F-A8C0-4A57-BA48-22FBBAC02829@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <49C1A861-67DC-4FE0-B9B5-1421A8A62173@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:47 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <02271576-B6CC-4178-84BD-D130621CC354@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<02271576-B6CC-4178-84BD-D130621CC354@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <DE4143F6-777C-46FA-977E-D4594E1BC784@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:53:47 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:53:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <0E9CDB31-D416-4AB2-89AB-B13806FCD1FF@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<BY2PR09MB09665875B952979D6AFDBE53D81A0@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
<58FA1CE4020000AA0007F241@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<0E9CDB31-D416-4AB2-89AB-B13806FCD1FF@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <99B46A17-C5A1-4F8B-A27E-B6BDA55D7F17@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:52:45 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:52:45 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <9CBBC41F-B273-4A70-AFA7-958C40481FC7@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
<CAKEoNhVxSrA0fc7ACHoXA4ObD+sPNcNyWNZWEDPh7x5RsBY0MQ@mail.gmail.com>
<9CBBC41F-B273-4A70-AFA7-958C40481FC7@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <A001491B-65E3-4976-BA4E-9C3149C0F6A2@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:22 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:22 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Re: Author Help
In-Reply-To: <FA4C22F4-67D8-47EC-907A-CF1B30DDD8A3@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
<FA4C22F4-67D8-47EC-907A-CF1B30DDD8A3@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <F93FFDE9-FE79-4787-B127-265595DC4251@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:56:55 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:56:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <EDDB1F99-FBCC-4E4E-A970-E7BE0F759F33@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<EDDB1F99-FBCC-4E4E-A970-E7BE0F759F33@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <514BB904-6AFD-4C1F-8909-326A59A4E256@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:06 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:06 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry and Roots Magic connection
In-Reply-To: <7C5FC9C8-3F1E-4448-AED7-C01D96EF5897@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691C94@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>

<d6a6cd62-a015-8816-7834-364fc781a67b@comcast.net>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F16691D35@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<7C5FC9C8-3F1E-4448-AED7-C01D96EF5897@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <51FD4F60-0EC6-41C9-B4B2-2089F0571446@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:05 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <3A585ACF-C112-4390-A292-13FA5BD5272C@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<000c01d2ba20$ede2f6c0$c9a8e440$@comcast.net>
<3A585ACF-C112-4390-A292-13FA5BD5272C@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <59D81F28-D7D8-4701-BC9A-60C457425754@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:57:27 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:57:27 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Re: Author Help
In-Reply-To: <275641A6-823C-4281-B904-92CF29D87BF1@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <000001d2b623$b008e810$101ab830$@bibblib.org>
<SN1PR18MB0685B3E49EF44C4A701D4CD4A2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
<SN1PR18MB0685933F6A85BF422DB9D1DFA2040@SN1PR18MB0685.namprd18.prod.outlook.com>
<275641A6-823C-4281-B904-92CF29D87BF1@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <ED371FBB-13C7-496F-90CC-67C0133816C7@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:05 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <2BC9647E-C28D-472E-980A-1A068BA98620@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>

<CADjOuyAkp2DMRagUutC8zbLN8ZA6qtkQGWTm9r=ZwTboziSCMg@mail.gmail.com>
<2BC9647E-C28D-472E-980A-1A068BA98620@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <A3AB813E-5811-4429-9BD0-936FA2D3BB03@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:05 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <3F081CAB-F229-4131-A89B-C78EC6F7C6F9@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<CALFXJkkvUsDqSoCR3vSw1ZBW6cYVbte1ezvAbLU7+8BJ4xZx0w@mail.gmail.com>
<3F081CAB-F229-4131-A89B-C78EC6F7C6F9@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <AB5A7AE2-B8F7-422B-8464-F5149B91E73E@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:55:05 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:55:05 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Photographer directory?
In-Reply-To: <4A92F881-5202-486C-9E6B-3D14629A42CA@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <-6664367744112469282@unknownmsgid>
<CAAHy0NpLP+vaRWQdLeHZ5Jpdw39wD7+2n5XWSZdn=hXnM0bHzw@mail.gmail.com>
<58F8F265020000AA0007EFF2@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<DM3PR1001MB1215DEE104BE24AF75DEA612B51A0@DM3PR1001MB1215.namprd10.prod.outlook.com
>
<4A92F881-5202-486C-9E6B-3D14629A42CA@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <8EFF9A65-3934-4E85-9E7E-8696CF5ED852@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us Tue Apr 25 10:57:28 2017
From: ajdarling at falmouth.lib.me.us (Andrea Jackson-Darling)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 10:57:28 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] {Disarmed} Explore RELIC: April 2017
In-Reply-To: <9657704F-C118-4037-A0EB-AB6F2B28550A@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References:
<1127566373644.1120500433151.1857715158.0.450846JL.2002@scheduler.constantcontact.c
om>

<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F23C@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<CAE9rp+2YvRS8F_5wGMPgZjWJ4PBK5pHhYASnjO9nnsaBKjHD1w@mail.gmail.com>
<47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11F3F5F7C2@SP9OEXCH1.pwc.ad>
<9657704F-C118-4037-A0EB-AB6F2B28550A@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <A2305346-9CC7-4661-A8CE-866725F24069@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
From mccartj at Halifax.CA Tue Apr 25 11:29:46 2017
From: mccartj at Halifax.CA (McCarthy, Joanne)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 15:29:46 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
<5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>,
<44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
Message-ID: <1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
Could someone please turn off Andrea Jackson Darling's automatic reply. It's
filling up the inbox with spam.
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib
________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrea Jackson-Darling <ajdarling at
falmouth.lib.me.us>
Sent: April 25, 2017 11:53 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From dsmith at usf.edu Tue Apr 25 13:50:07 2017
From: dsmith at usf.edu (Smith, Andrew)
Date: Tue, 25 Apr 2017 17:50:07 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
<5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>
<44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
<1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
Message-ID: <709DD258-4A45-4E48-98FD-88992C4257FA@usf.edu>
I?ve now taken care of it.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
On 4/25/17, 11:29 AM, "genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of
McCarthy, Joanne" <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of mccartj
at Halifax.CA> wrote:
Could someone please turn off Andrea Jackson Darling's automatic reply. It's
filling up the inbox with spam.
From skirby at hctpl.info Wed Apr 26 11:03:49 2017
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Wed, 26 Apr 2017 11:03:49 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Fw: [rusa-l] Introduction to Genealogical
Librarianship (online workshop)
In-Reply-To: <360608001.5020794.1493218833493@mail.yahoo.com>
References: <CAAqGtq0yimPrG=d_QpwZiX21D1QEzb84Dmb0CEndO=srB=Orig@mail.gmail.com>
<360608001.5020794.1493218833493@mail.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hMLStpHeMYvhKWYJeKZdR1JagnXhHVdDn-bxfOeNeEDxA@mail.gmail.com>
In case folks are interested.
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Rory Litwin <rusa-l at lists.ala.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 26, 2017 9:53 AM
Subject: [rusa-l] Introduction to Genealogical Librarianship (online workshop)
Introduction to Genealogical Librarianship
Instructor: Sarah A.V. Kirby
Dates: May 1st through 28th, 2017
Credits: 1.5 CEUs
Price: $175
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/056-genealogical.php
Most short courses in genealogical librarianship actually focus on
genealogy and only discuss library concerns briefly. This course seeks

to reverse that. While a brief introduction to genealogy will be
given, the majority of the course will focus on collection
development, reference interviews, programming, and support for
genealogical researchers. By the end of the course you will understand
how genealogy reference interviews differ from normal reference
interviews. You will also be familiar with the core print and online
references needed to support most basic genealogical questions.
Finally, you will have been introduced to some of the resources that
can help you develop programming or be used in other ways to support
your genealogical reference activities.
Sarah A.V. Kirby is a librarian, professional genealogist, teacher,
and rocket scientist (aerospace engineer). As a genealogist her
specialization is in New England, New York, and the Midwest. Sarah
holds a Professional Learning Certificate in Genealogical Studies,
concentrating in Genealogical Librarianship, from the National
Institute for Genealogical Studies. She serves as the lead volunteer
librarian for the Lake County (IL) Genealogical Society. She has been
a corporate librarian for over a decade, and operates a library
services consulting firm, Appletree Knowledge Services. In her first
career, she worked at NASA?s Mission Control and worked in the Space
Shuttle, Astronaut on Mir, and Space Station programs.
This is an online class that is taught asynchronously, meaning that
participants do the work on their own time as their schedules allow.
The class does not meet together at any particular times, although the
instructor may set up optional sychronous chat sessions. Instruction
includes readings and assignments in one-week segments. Class
participation is in an online forum environment.
You can register in this course through the first week of instruction
(as long as it is not full). The "Register" button on the website goes
to our credit card payment gateway, which may be used with personal or
institutional credit cards. (Be sure to use the appropriate billing
address). If your institution wants us to send a billing statement or
wants to pay using a purchase order, please contact us by email to
make arrangements: inquiries at libraryjuiceacademy.com
For a list of all of the courses being offered next month, please go to:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/courses.php
Library Juice Academy
P.O. Box 188784
Sacramento, CA 95818
Tel. (916) 905-0291
Fax (916) 415-5446
inquiries at libraryjuiceacademy.com
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/
Testimonials:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/testimonial.php
Twitter:
http://twitter.com/libjuiceacademy

Check out our jingle:
http://libraryjuiceacademy.com/news/?p=139
Subscribe to our mailing list
http://bit.ly/1YG8qcY
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City
Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Thu Apr 27 14:04:44 2017
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Thu, 27 Apr 2017 18:04:44 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
<5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>,
<44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
<1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F166FD7E4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
AMEN to this! I just deleted 14 "Thank You's...." This is why I do not set it
when I leave for vacation. I figure what the sender doesn't know won't hurt me or
them.
Janice K
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of McCarthy, Joanne
Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 11:30 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
Could someone please turn off Andrea Jackson Darling's automatic reply. It's
filling up the inbox with spam.
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib

________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrea Jackson-Darling <ajdarling at
falmouth.lib.me.us>
Sent: April 25, 2017 11:53 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Apr 27 14:27:08 2017
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 27 Apr 2017 18:27:08 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F166FD7E4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <mailman.13034.1492370877.4097.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<1469416812.41044.1492372689616@connect.xfinity.com>
<5D961259-7C25-4F7A-B852-6D4A726DC80D@falmouth.lib.me.us>,
<44F15E32-8909-4AF1-AFB5-D5FFCACC9317@falmouth.lib.me.us>
<1493134186866.65764@Halifax.CA>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F166FD7E4@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID:
<BY2PR09MB09665FA01F280CCC199A3581D8100@BY2PR09MB0966.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
The only time I have set it was when I was away for a month and was not able to
check my e-mail often to keep it cleaned out. I unsubscribed from my listservs and
subscribed again when I returned, and listed a couple of co-workers' e-mails in my
away message as referrals for certain types of questions, etc.
Susan Scouras
Librarian/Library Manager
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. E
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
Susan.c.scouras at wv.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 2:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
AMEN to this!

I just deleted 14 "Thank You's...."

This is why I do not set it

when I leave for vacation.
them.

I figure what the sender doesn't know won't hurt me or

Janice K
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of McCarthy, Joanne
Sent: Tuesday, April 25, 2017 11:30 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
Could someone please turn off Andrea Jackson Darling's automatic reply. It's
filling up the inbox with spam.
Joanne McCarthy O'Leary
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Halifax Central Library
5440 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
Follow us on Twitter
http://twitter.com/hfxpublib
Visit us on Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/hfxpublib
________________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Andrea Jackson-Darling <ajdarling at
falmouth.lib.me.us>
Sent: April 25, 2017 11:53 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 163, Issue 8
Thank you for your message. I am out of the Library and will return on Monday,
April 24, 2017. If you need immediate assistance, please contact Ellen Conway,
Assistant Director at econway.falmouth.lib.me.us
Thank you.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From donajb at comcast.net Thu Apr 27 16:50:15 2017
From: donajb at comcast.net (donajb at comcast.net)
Date: Thu, 27 Apr 2017 20:50:15 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Periodicals - Available until May 26, 2017
In-Reply-To: <1294183291.21809172.1493324988105.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <1194654978.21828037.1493326215271.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>
Hello!
The Seattle Genealogical Society has the following periodical issues available on a
first come, first serve basis, in exchange for postage reimbursement. The issues
are unbound and have been used, often having ownership markings.
If you're interested in any of these issues, please contact me via email and
include your library address in your reply. If you have questions, please direct
them to me as well.
donajb at comcast.net
Thanks,
Dona Bubelis, Volunteer
Seattle Genealogical Society
Seattle, WA 98115
This list of periodicals is also attached as an Excel spreadsheet.
PERIODICALS TO TRADE APRIL 2017

TITLE

VOLUMES AND DATES

Alexandria Chronicle
1997/1998: Winter, Vol. V, No. 4; 2009: Spring, Fall;
2010: Fall; 2013: Spring; 2014: Fall
American Ancestors
2016: Spring/Summer
American Genealogist
2004: Jan/Apr, Jul, Index; 2005: Oct; 2006: Apr, Jul,
Oct; 2012: July/Oct; 2014: Jan/Apr, July/Oct; 2015: Jan/Apr, July/Oct
Arkansas Family Historian
Silver Anniversary Reprint 1962, Vol. 1
(published in 1987); Vol. 2, #1-3, 1963; Vol. 6, #1-4, 1968; Vol. 17, #1-4, 1979;
Vol. 18, #1-4, 1980; Vol. 19, #1-4, 1981; Vol. 20, #1-4, 1982; Vol. 21, #1-4, 1983.
Augustan an International Joural of Things Historical, Heraldic & Genealogical
Augustan Society
Augustan Society Omnibus
Augustan Society Books 1 - 14
Avotaynu
2008: Winter
Colonial Genealogist
The Augustan Society
1972: Sr, Sum, Win; 1975: Volume
VII, Nos 3,. 4; 1976: Volume VIII, Nos. 1,2,3,4
Echoes of History
Pioneer Society of America
1970: 1; 1971: Mar, May, Jul,
Sep, Nov; 1972: Jan, March and May, Jul, Sep, Nov, and Proceedings of the Pioneer
America society Volume 1, 1972; 1973: Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep, Nov; 1974: Mar, Jul,
Sep, Nov; 1975: Jan, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1976: Jan, Apr, July, Oct
Fairfax Genealogical Society Newsletter
1988: Mar, Mar, Sep; 1990:Sep, Nov;
1991: Jan, May, Sep, Nov; 1992: Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 1993: Jan, Mar, Sep, Nov;
1994: Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 1995: Jan, Mar, May, Sep; 1996:Jan, Mar, May, Sep;
1997: Mar, Sep, Nov; 1998: Jan, Mar, Sep, Nov; 1999: Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 2016: Nov
Fairfax Genealogical Society Newsletter
2001: Mar, May; 2003: Sep, Nov;
2005: May, Sep, Nov; 2006: Jan; 2007: Jan, Mar, Sep, Nov; 2008: Mar, May, Sep;2009:
Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 2010: Jan, May, Sep, Nov; 2011: Nov; 2012: Mar, May; 2013:
May; 2016: Jan, Mar
Illinois Heritage
Illiois State Historical Society
Fall 1997, Vol. 1 #1;
Winter 1998, Vol. 1 #2.

Kentucky Ancestors
1993--2007 Various issues. Tell me what you need.
Kentucky Historical Society Chronicle Connections, Perspections, Inspiration
2008: Spring/Summer: 2009: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter; 2010: Spring,
Summer, Fall
Kern-Gen
Kern County (Calif.) Gen. Society 1968: Vol. 5, #2,3,4. 1971: Vol. 8,
1,2,3,4
Register of the Kentucky Historical Society
2006: Spring, Summer/Autumn,
Winter; 2007: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter; 2008: Spring, Summer/Autumn, Winter;
2009: Spring, Summer, Winter; 2010: Winter/Spring, Summer, Autumn; 2011: Spring,
Summer/Autumn, Winter; 2012: Winter, Spring, Summer/Autumn; 2013: Spring, Winter;
2014: Winter2016: 3&4
Magazine of Virginia Genealogy
2007: 1-4; 2008: 1-4; 2009:1-4; 2010: 14; 2012: 2011: 4; 2013: Feb; 2016: 3
Maryland Historical Magazine
1962: Volume LVII
Mayflower Quarterly
1984: 1,2,3,4; 1985: 1,2,3,4; 1986: 1,2,3,4;1987:
1,2,3,4; 1988:1, 2,3,4; 1989: 1,2,3,4
Mayflower Quarterly
1990: 1,2,3,4; 1991: 1,2,3,4;1992: 2,3,4; 1993:
2,3,4;1994:1,2,3,4;1995: 1,2; 1998: 1,2,3,4; 1999: 3, 4
Mayflower Quarterly
2000: 1,2,3,4; 2001: 1,2,3,4;; 2002: 1,2,3,4;2003: 3;
2004: 1,2,3; 2005: 2; 2006: 1; 2007:4
NGS Magazine
2016: April-June, July-September
National Genealogical Society Quarterly Indexes
1966, 1967, 1968, 1969,
1971
National Genealogical Society Quarterly
1986: 3; 1987: 1. 2, 3,4; 1995:
2,3; 2004: 4; 2005: 2,3; 2006: 1,2,3,4; 2007: 1,2,3,4; 2008: 2; 2010: 4; 2011: 4;
2014: 1,2,3, 4; 2015: 1 2,,3, 4; 2016: 1
Nebraska Ancestree
Nebraska State Genealogical Society
Vol. 29: 1,2,3,4;
Vol. 30: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 31: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 32: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 35: 4
New England Historical and Genealogical Register and NEHG Resister
NEHGS
2014, #671, 672; 2015, #673,674,675,676.
North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal
1983: August; 1986: November;
1987: February, May
Northern Virginia Heritage A Journal of Local History
George Mason University
Department of History
1979: Feb, June, Oct
Northern Virginia Heritage A Journal of Local History
George Mason University
Department of History
1980: Feb, June, Oct; 1981: Feb, June, Oct; 1982: Feb,
June, Oct (2 sets); 1983: Feb, June, Oct; 1984: Feb, June, Oct; 1985: Feb, June,
Oct; 1986: Feb, June, Oct; 1987: Feb, June, Oct; 1988: Feb, June, Oct;
Ohio Civil War Genealogical Society Ohio The Cross Roads of Our Nation
1983: October-December; 1985: July-September; 1998: 2,3; 2011: 1; 2012: 1,
2,3,4
Ohio Genealogical Society Quarterly
2011: 1,2,3,4; 2012: 1,2,4
Ohio Genealogical Society The Report
1985 2; 1986: 2,3,4; 1987: 1,2;
2002: 1,2,3,4
Palatine Immigrant
1978: Spring; 1979: Autumn
POINTers
The American Journal of Italian Genealogy
1999 through 2010:
complete sets
Prologue
Quarterly Publication of the National Archives 2014: Fall, Winter;
2015: Spring; 2016: Fall, Winter
Rainey Times: a Surname Publication
Vol. 3 #1-4, 1983 1084; vol. 10,
July 1990; vol. 11, July 1991; vol. 16, Oct. 1999.
Saga of Southern Illinois
Gen. Society of Southern Illinois 1976: Vol. 3,
#1,2,3
Scandinavian Review
American Scandinavian Foundation
Winter 1995, Autumn 1997
Searching Illinois Ancestors (formerly Central Illinois Chronicles
Amundsen
Publishing Co.
1985: Vol. 2 #1; 1986: Vol. 3, #2,3,4,5,6; 1986: Vol. 3 #1;
1987,Vol. 3, #2,3,4,5,6; 1987: Vol.4 #1; 1988, Vol. 4 #2,3,4,5; 1988, Vol. 5 #1,2
Southwestern Historical Quarterly
2010: Jul; 2011: Jan; 2012: Jul; 2013:
Jan

Tidewater Virginia Families: A Magazine of History and Genealogy
1992:
May/June, August/September, November/December;1993: February/March,
Tidewater Virginia Families: A Magazine of History and Genealogy
2000:February/March, May/June, November/December; 2001: February/March, 2003:
February/March, May/June, August/September, November/December
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter
1988-2015 Various issues. Tell me
what you need.
Virginia Genealogical Society Quarterly
1974: October; 1975: July; 1976:
1,2,3,4; 1977: Jan, July
Virginia Genealogist
1957 through 1970: full sets of 4 issues; 1971
through 1987: full sets of 4 issues plus index; 1990: 1,2,3,4 plus index; 1992: 1
plus index; 1992: 2,3;
Virginia Genealogist Bound Volume
Vol. 25, 1981
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
1893: 2; 1894: 1,2,4; 1895:
3;
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
1913: 1,4; 1920: 3,4; 1921:
2;1941: 1,2,3;1943: 1,2,3; 1944: 1; 1946: 1,2,4; 1947: 1,2,3,4; 1949
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
1950 through 1954: complete
sets; 1955: 1,2; 1956 through 1975: complete sets;
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
1981 through 1990: complete
sets
Virginia Magazine of History and Biography
2000 through 2015:
completesets; 2016: 1,2,3
Virginia Quarterly Review
1956: Spring, Winter; 2003: 4
Historical Society of Washington County, Virginia, Inc. Bulletin
2008:
Series II. No. 45
Washington History
Magazine of the Historical Society of Washington, DC 1996:
Spring/Summer; 1997: Spring/Summer; 1998: Spring/Summer; 1999-2000: Fall/Winter;
2000-2001: Fall/Winter; 2001: Spring/Summer; 2005: Fall/Winter; 2007/2008: Volumes
19 and 20
Western Viking: the Weekly Norwegian-American Newspaper
Seattle, WA
William and Mary College Quarterly
1961: 1; 1968: 1,2,3,4; 1969: 1,2,3,4;
1970: 1,2,3,4; 1988: 3,4: 1989: 1,2,3,4; 1990: 1,2,3,4: 1991: 1,3,4; 1992: 1,2,3,4;
1993: 1,2,3,4
William and Mary College Quarterly Indexes
Third Series, Vols XXXI-XLV
(1974-1988)
Your Genealogy Today (Formerly Family Chronicle Magazine)
2015: May/Jun,
Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, Nov/Dec

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170427/
c65a250c/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: 17.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 13588 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170427/
c65a250c/attachment.xlsx>
From kcarrier at tadl.org Thu Apr 27 17:23:43 2017
From: kcarrier at tadl.org (Katheryn Carrier)
Date: Thu, 27 Apr 2017 17:23:43 -0400

Subject: [Genealib] Free Periodicals - Available until May 26, 2017
In-Reply-To: <1194654978.21828037.1493326215271.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>
References: <1294183291.21809172.1493324988105.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>
<1194654978.21828037.1493326215271.JavaMail.zimbra@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAB0Jr2T67RmgTCeqg2ALCQ9EFN5xsR6GD9f69p1F_yLN_YJWfw@mail.gmail.com>
Dear Dona,
If the following are still available, please send to my attention at the
address below.
Thanks for offering your dups.
American Genealogist - all
NGS magazine - all
Prologue - all
Your genealogy today - all
Regards,
Katheryn Carrier
Reference Librarian
Traverse Area District Library
610 Woodmere Avenue
Traverse City, Michigan 49686

USA

231-932-8502 Reference
On Thu, Apr 27, 2017 at 4:50 PM, <donajb at comcast.net> wrote:
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Hello!
The Seattle Genealogical Society has the following periodical issues
available on a first come, first serve basis, in exchange for postage
reimbursement. The issues are unbound and have been used, often having
ownership markings.
If you're interested in any of these issues, please contact me via email
and include your library address in your reply. If you have questions,
please direct them to me as well.
donajb at comcast.net
Thanks,
Dona Bubelis, Volunteer
Seattle Genealogical Society
Seattle, WA 98115
This list of periodicals is also attached as an Excel spreadsheet.
?
PERIODICALS TO TRADE APRIL 2017
TITLE VOLUMES AND DATES
Alexandria Chronicle 1997/1998: Winter, Vol. V, No. 4; 2009: Spring,
Fall; 2010: Fall; 2013: Spring; 2014: Fall
American Ancestors 2016: Spring/Summer
American Genealogist 2004: Jan/Apr, Jul, Index; 2005: Oct; 2006: Apr,
Jul, Oct; 2012: July/Oct; 2014: Jan/Apr, July/Oct; 2015: Jan/Apr, July/Oct
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Arkansas Family Historian Silver Anniversary Reprint 1962, Vol. 1
(published in 1987); Vol. 2, #1-3, 1963; Vol. 6, #1-4, 1968; Vol. 17, #1-4,
1979; Vol. 18, #1-4, 1980; Vol. 19, #1-4, 1981; Vol. 20, #1-4, 1982; Vol.
21, #1-4, 1983.
Augustan an International Joural of Things Historical, Heraldic &
Genealogical Augustan Society
Augustan Society Omnibus Augustan Society Books 1 - 14
Avotaynu 2008: Winter
Colonial Genealogist The Augustan Society 1972: Sr, Sum, Win; 1975:
Volume VII, Nos 3,. 4; 1976: Volume VIII, Nos. 1,2,3,4
Echoes of History Pioneer Society of America 1970: 1; 1971: Mar, May,
Jul, Sep, Nov; 1972: Jan, March and May, Jul, Sep, Nov, and Proceedings of
the Pioneer America society Volume 1, 1972; 1973: Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep,
Nov; 1974: Mar, Jul, Sep, Nov; 1975: Jan, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1976: Jan, Apr,
July, Oct
Fairfax Genealogical Society Newsletter 1988: Mar, Mar, Sep; 1990:Sep,
Nov; 1991: Jan, May, Sep, Nov; 1992: Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 1993: Jan,
Mar, Sep, Nov; 1994: Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 1995: Jan, Mar, May, Sep;
1996:Jan, Mar, May, Sep; 1997: Mar, Sep, Nov; 1998: Jan, Mar, Sep, Nov;
1999: Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 2016: Nov
Fairfax Genealogical Society Newsletter 2001: Mar, May; 2003: Sep, Nov;
2005: May, Sep, Nov; 2006: Jan; 2007: Jan, Mar, Sep, Nov; 2008: Mar, May,
Sep;2009: Jan, Mar, May, Sep, Nov; 2010: Jan, May, Sep, Nov; 2011: Nov;
2012: Mar, May; 2013: May; 2016: Jan, Mar
Illinois Heritage Illiois State Historical Society Fall 1997, Vol. 1 #1;
Winter 1998, Vol. 1 #2.
Kentucky Ancestors 1993--2007 Various issues. Tell me what you need.
Kentucky Historical Society Chronicle Connections, Perspections,
Inspiration 2008: Spring/Summer: 2009: Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter;
2010: Spring, Summer, Fall
Kern-Gen Kern County (Calif.) Gen. Society 1968: Vol. 5, #2,3,4.
1971:
Vol. 8, 1,2,3,4
Register of the Kentucky Historical Society 2006: Spring, Summer/Autumn,
Winter; 2007: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter; 2008: Spring, Summer/Autumn,
Winter; 2009: Spring, Summer, Winter; 2010: Winter/Spring, Summer, Autumn;
2011: Spring, Summer/Autumn, Winter; 2012: Winter, Spring, Summer/Autumn;
2013: Spring, Winter; 2014: Winter2016: 3&4
Magazine of Virginia Genealogy 2007: 1-4; 2008: 1-4; 2009:1-4; 2010: 1-4;
2012: 2011: 4; 2013: Feb; 2016: 3
Maryland Historical Magazine 1962: Volume LVII
Mayflower Quarterly 1984: 1,2,3,4; 1985: 1,2,3,4; 1986: 1,2,3,4;1987:
1,2,3,4; 1988:1, 2,3,4; 1989: 1,2,3,4
Mayflower Quarterly 1990: 1,2,3,4; 1991: 1,2,3,4;1992: 2,3,4; 1993:
2,3,4;1994:1,2,3,4;1995: 1,2; 1998: 1,2,3,4; 1999: 3, 4
Mayflower Quarterly 2000: 1,2,3,4; 2001: 1,2,3,4;; 2002: 1,2,3,4;2003: 3;
2004: 1,2,3; 2005: 2; 2006: 1; 2007:4
NGS Magazine 2016: April-June, July-September
National Genealogical Society Quarterly Indexes 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969,
1971
National Genealogical Society Quarterly 1986: 3; 1987: 1. 2, 3,4; 1995:
2,3; 2004: 4; 2005: 2,3; 2006: 1,2,3,4; 2007: 1,2,3,4; 2008: 2; 2010: 4;
2011: 4; 2014: 1,2,3, 4; 2015: 1 2,,3, 4; 2016: 1
Nebraska Ancestree Nebraska State Genealogical Society Vol. 29: 1,2,3,4;
Vol. 30: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 31: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 32: 1,2,3,4; Vol. 35: 4
New England Historical and Genealogical Register and NEHG Resister NEHGS 2014,
#671, 672; 2015, #673,674,675,676.
North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal 1983: August; 1986: November;
1987: February, May
Northern Virginia Heritage A Journal of Local History George Mason

> University Department of History 1979: Feb, June, Oct
> Northern Virginia Heritage A Journal of Local History George Mason
> University Department of History 1980: Feb, June, Oct; 1981: Feb, June,
> Oct; 1982: Feb, June, Oct (2 sets); 1983: Feb, June, Oct; 1984: Feb,
> June, Oct; 1985: Feb, June, Oct; 1986: Feb, June, Oct; 1987: Feb, June,
> Oct; 1988: Feb, June, Oct;
> Ohio Civil War Genealogical Society Ohio The Cross Roads of Our Nation 1983:
> October-December; 1985: July-September; 1998: 2,3; 2011: 1; 2012: 1, 2,3,4
> Ohio Genealogical Society Quarterly 2011: 1,2,3,4; 2012: 1,2,4
> Ohio Genealogical Society The Report 1985 2; 1986: 2,3,4; 1987: 1,2;
> 2002: 1,2,3,4
> Palatine Immigrant 1978: Spring; 1979: Autumn
> POINTers The American Journal of Italian Genealogy 1999 through 2010:
> complete sets
> Prologue Quarterly Publication of the National Archives 2014: Fall,
> Winter; 2015: Spring; 2016: Fall, Winter
> Rainey Times: a Surname Publication Vol. 3 #1-4, 1983 1084; vol. 10, July
> 1990; vol. 11, July 1991; vol. 16, Oct. 1999.
> Saga of Southern Illinois Gen. Society of Southern Illinois 1976: Vol. 3,
> #1,2,3
> Scandinavian Review American Scandinavian Foundation Winter 1995, Autumn
> 1997
> Searching Illinois Ancestors (formerly Central Illinois Chronicles Amundsen
> Publishing Co. 1985: Vol. 2 #1; 1986: Vol. 3, #2,3,4,5,6; 1986: Vol. 3
> #1; 1987,Vol. 3, #2,3,4,5,6; 1987: Vol.4 #1; 1988, Vol. 4 #2,3,4,5; 1988,
> Vol. 5 #1,2
> Southwestern Historical Quarterly 2010: Jul; 2011: Jan; 2012: Jul; 2013:
> Jan
> Tidewater Virginia Families: A Magazine of History and Genealogy 1992:
> May/June, August/September, November/December;1993: February/March,
> Tidewater Virginia Families: A Magazine of History and Genealogy
2000:February/March,
> May/June, November/December; 2001: February/March, 2003: February/March,
> May/June, August/September, November/December
> Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter 1988-2015 Various issues. Tell
> me what you need.
> Virginia Genealogical Society Quarterly 1974: October; 1975: July; 1976:
> 1,2,3,4; 1977: Jan, July
> Virginia Genealogist 1957 through 1970: full sets of 4 issues; 1971
> through 1987: full sets of 4 issues plus index; 1990: 1,2,3,4 plus index;
> 1992: 1 plus index; 1992: 2,3;
> Virginia Genealogist Bound Volume Vol. 25, 1981
> Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 1893: 2; 1894: 1,2,4; 1895: 3;
> Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 1913: 1,4; 1920: 3,4; 1921:
> 2;1941: 1,2,3;1943: 1,2,3; 1944: 1; 1946: 1,2,4; 1947: 1,2,3,4; 1949
> Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 1950 through 1954: complete
> sets; 1955: 1,2; 1956 through 1975: complete sets;
> Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 1981 through 1990: complete
> sets
> Virginia Magazine of History and Biography 2000 through 2015:
> completesets; 2016: 1,2,3
> Virginia Quarterly Review 1956: Spring, Winter; 2003: 4
> Historical Society of Washington County, Virginia, Inc. Bulletin 2008:
> Series II. No. 45
> Washington History Magazine of the Historical Society of Washington, DC 1996:
> Spring/Summer; 1997: Spring/Summer; 1998: Spring/Summer; 1999-2000:
> Fall/Winter; 2000-2001: Fall/Winter; 2001: Spring/Summer; 2005:
> Fall/Winter; 2007/2008: Volumes 19 and 20
> Western Viking: the Weekly Norwegian-American Newspaper Seattle, WA

> William and Mary College Quarterly 1961: 1; 1968: 1,2,3,4; 1969:
> 1,2,3,4; 1970: 1,2,3,4; 1988: 3,4: 1989: 1,2,3,4; 1990: 1,2,3,4: 1991:
> 1,3,4; 1992: 1,2,3,4; 1993: 1,2,3,4
> William and Mary College Quarterly Indexes Third Series, Vols XXXI-XLV
> (1974-1988)
> Your Genealogy Today (Formerly Family Chronicle Magazine) 2015: May/Jun,
> Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, Nov/Dec
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20170427/
bc10dc7c/attachment-0001.html>

